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Abstract
We present a detailed model for the vibrational population of all non pre-dissociating excited electronic states
of N2, as well as for the ground and ionic states, in Titan’s atmosphere. Our model includes the detailed energy
deposition calculations presented in the past (Lavvas et al., 2011) as well as the more recent developments
in the high resolution N2 photo-absorption cross sections that allow us to calculate photo-excitation rates for
different vibrational levels of singlet nitrogen states, and provide information for their pre-dissociation yields.
In addition, we consider the effect of collisions and chemical reactions in the population of the different states.
Our results demonstrate that above 600 km altitude, collisional processes are efficient only for a small sub-set
of the excited states limited to the A and W(ν=0) triplet states, and to a smaller degree to the a′ singlet
state. In addition, we find that a significant population of vibrationally excited ground state N2 survives
in Titan’s upper atmosphere. Our calculations demonstrate that this hot N2 population can improve the
agreement between models and observations for the emission of the c′4 state that is significantly affected by
resonant scattering. Moreover we discuss the potential implications of the vibrationally excited population on
the ionospheric densities.
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1. Introduction1
Airglow (induced by solar photons) and aurora2
(by magnetospheric particles) are fundamental molec-3
ular processes that allow us to characterize the high4
altitude regions of planetary atmospheres. For the5
N2-rich atmosphere of Titan (as well as those of the6
Earth, Triton, and Pluto) the emission spectrum of7
excited nitrogen demonstrates multiple bands from8
the plethora of excited electronic states available and9
covers a large part of the electromagnetic spectrum.10
Airglow is just one of the processes that take place at11
the high altitude regions of planetary atmospheres,12
though, the other being the collisional de-excitation13
of the different N2 states that eventually defines the14
atmospheric local heating rate. Therefore, a detailed15
description of the N2-state population is necessary16
for understanding these two processes. In this study17
we present a new N2-state model focusing on Titan’s18
atmosphere. 19
The analysis of Cassini/UVIS Titan limb airglow 20
measurements at EUV wavelengths reveals the dom- 21
inance of the Carroll-Yoshino (CY) band system and 22
of multiple atomic nitrogen (NI) emission lines, while 23
in the FUV part of the spectrum, the Lyman-Birge- 24
Hopfield (LBH) and the Vegard-Kaplan (VK) sys- 25
tems provide the major contributions (Ajello et al., 26
2007, 2008, 2012; West et al., 2012; Stevens et al., 27
2011, 2015). Further significant additions arise from 28
the Birge-Hopfield (BH) band system and scattering 29
from atomic hydrogen (Stevens et al., 2011), while 30
scattering from aerosol particles appears at the longest 31
wavelength region of the observed disk spectra (λ 32
>150 nm, Ajello et al., 2008). These observations 33
confirm previous detections from Voyager/UVS and 34
clarify the relative contributions of the CY(0,0) and 35
NI in the observed spectra (see Stevens, 2001, and 36
references therein). Moreover the Cassini observa- 37
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tions demonstrate the dominance of the solar energy38
input in the dayglow measurements (Stevens et al.,39
2011), but also reveal for the first time emissions from40
Titan’s nightside that are driven by energetic parti-41
cles originating from Saturn’s magnetosphere (Ajello42
et al., 2012; West et al., 2012; Lavvas et al., 2014).43
Calculation of the atmospheric airglow requires44
a detailed simulation of the populations of the dif-45
ferent nitrogen states, which are defined by the ex-46
citation rate from the incident energy flux and the47
de-excitation through emission (leading to airglow)48
and collisions. Models for these processes were origi-49
nally developed for the Earth’s atmosphere and sub-50
sequently modified for application on Titan. In the51
most recent applications, the Atmospheric Ultravio-52
let Radiance Integrated Code (AURIC) (Strickland53
et al., 1999; Stevens, 2001) was used for the inter-54
pretation of Titan’s ultraviolet emissions observed by55
Cassini and allowed the retrieval of the atmospheric56
density (Stevens et al., 2015). Similarly, Bhardwaj57
and Jain (2012) evaluated the population of the N258
triplet states in Titan’s atmosphere and reported the59
anticipated emissions under different geometry and60
solar conditions for the dominant Vegard-Kaplan band61
observed by Cassini in the FUV. Although these mod-62
els are suitable for the investigation of the atmo-63
spheric airglow, they follow only a limited number64
of excited states and do not discuss the ground state65
properties. Therefore they cannot provide a complete66
picture of the N2 state population that is required67
for the evaluation of the energy transfer in the at-68
mosphere. In addition, the latest developments in69
the theoretical investigation of the N2 optical prop-70
erties have an important impact on the evaluation of71
the singlet state properties, thereby necessitating a72
reassessment of the state populations.73
In this study we developed a new model for the N274
states’ population, specifically for Titan. The advan-75
tage of our model is that it calculates the population76
of all non pre-dissociating states of N2 and utilizes77
the detailed energy deposition calculations for Titan’s78
atmosphere we have performed in the past (Lavvas79
et al., 2011). The latter include the high-resolution80
cross sections of N2 derived from theoretical calcu-81
lations, which only became available in recent years82
(Lewis et al., 2005a; Heays et al., 2011), and have83
important ramifications for the energy deposition in84
the atmosphere and the excitation of different elec-85
tronic states (see Section 2). In addition, our model86
includes a detailed description of the collisional pro-87
cesses that could affect the different states, including 88
chemical reactions, suitable for Titan’s atmosphere. 89
Thus, our model can calculate emission rates in the 90
whole spectrum and at different altitudes in Titan’s 91
atmosphere, which can be used for the evaluation of 92
the airglow. 93
Moreover, we specifically focus here on the result- 94
ing vibrational distribution of the ground state that 95
has not been addressed in the previous studies. The 96
presence of vibrationally excited N2 can have impor- 97
tant consequences for the atmospheric chemistry; ex- 98
cited molecules can partake in processes that are en- 99
ergetically forbidden for the more abundant ground 100
state molecules, in this way allowing for chemical 101
reactions that normally are not considered possible 102
under Titan’s atmospheric conditions. Such mecha- 103
nisms have been identified in the Earth’s atmosphere 104
where the N2 vibrational population has an impor- 105
tant influence on the ionospheric electron density (see 106
Campbell et al., 2006, and references therein). 107
In the following sections we provide a detailed de- 108
scription of the model (Section 2), followed by the 109
presentation of the model results on a specific case 110
study that corresponds to Titan’s atmospheric con- 111
ditions during the T40 flyby (Section 3). The local 112
emissions generated under the simulated conditions 113
are presented in Section 4, while we calculate the im- 114
plications of the ground state vibrational distribution 115
on the resonant scattering of the singlet states in Sec- 116
tion 5. The role of the N2 states in the atmospheric 117
heating is discussed in Section 6, and in Section 7 118
we discuss the possible consequences of our results 119
on the atmospheric properties. Final conclusions are 120
provided in Section 8. A detailed application of the 121
model to specific Cassini observations, as well as the 122
implications for the overall heating efficiency in Ti- 123
tan’s atmosphere will be presented in future studies. 124
2. Model description 125
Solar energy can excite the ground electronic state 126
of N2 (X
1Σ+g ) to a large number of excited electronic 127
states. In our calculations we include the major sin- 128
glet (a 1Πg, a
′ 1Πg, w
1∆u, b
1Πu, b
′ 1Σ+u , c3
1Πu, 129
c′4
1Σ+u , o3
1Πu, e/c4
1Πu, e
′/c′5
1Σ+u ) and triplet 130
(A 3Σ+u , B
3Πg, W
3∆u, B
′ 3Σ−u , C
3Πu, E
3Σ+g , 131
D 3Σ+u ) states of neutral nitrogen, and some of the 132
doublet states of N+2 (X
2Σ+g , A
2Πu, B
2Σ+u ). For 133
each state we calculate the vibrational population up 134
to the first 21 energy levels above the ground state of 135
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Figure 1: Vibrational energy levels, relative to the ground
state, for the N2 states we consider. Thick bars correspond
to the ground vibrational level (ν=0) for each state and thin
bars present higher levels. We only present levels that do not
completely pre-dissociate and for which we calculate popula-
tions. Parameters for the calculation of the energy levels of
the triplet, doublet and lower energy singlet states (a, a′, w)
are from Laher and Gilmore (1991), while for the other singlet
states the energy levels are calculated by the CSE model (see
text). The horizontal lines mark the energies for different dis-
sociation channels (dotted lines), as well as the first ionization
limit (dash-dotted line).
each electronic state1 (Fig. 1). We do not follow the136
rotational population within each level, as this degree137
of detail would be a formidable computational task138
for the purpose of our study. We do discuss though139
the implications of the rotational levels for the reso-140
nant scattering of the singlet states. For many of the141
states, pre-dissociation dominates thereby nulling the142
population for some of their levels. In this section we143
discuss in detail the radiative and collisional processes144
included in the calculations, as well as the limitations145
of the study.146
2.1. Direct excitation & predissociation147
Direct population of the different states is induced148
by interaction of photons and photoelectrons with149
the ground state. Usually the contribution of photon150
excitation is neglected in studies of N2 airglow be-151
cause only a small population of high energy singlet152
states can be excited through photo-absorption, and153
because most of the vibrational levels of these states154
strongly pre-dissociate. Moreover, a thorough evalu-155
ation of the photon excitation was not possible until156
1For simplicity the term state will always refer to an elec-
tronic state and the term level to a vibrational level.
now due to the lack of state-specific photo-absorption 157
cross sections and pre-dissociation yields. Informa- 158
tion for these parameters is now available through 159
theoretical studies and we present below a thorough 160
evaluation of the contribution of photon excitation. 161
Our fluxes of photons and photoelectrons are based 162
on our previous study of energy deposition in Titan’s 163
atmosphere (Lavvas et al., 2011). For a given solar 164
spectrum at the top of Titan’s atmosphere the model 165
calculates the energy-dependent photon and electron 166
fluxes at different altitudes, taking into account the 167
spherical geometry of the system. The model includes 168
the high resolution theoretical cross sections for the 169
neutral dissociation of N2 (Lewis et al., 2005b, 2008), 170
which were shown to have an important impact on 171
the resulting production rates of different N2 prod- 172
ucts (Lavvas et al., 2011). Moreover we updated these 173
cross sections with the latest calculations that include 174
a better description of the state specific cross sections 175
(Heays et al., 2014). In addition, we also updated 176
the nitrogen photo-ionization cross section with the 177
high resolution measurements of Shaw et al. (1992) 178
between the ionization threshold and ∼49 nm. For 179
the photoelectrons we consider excitation to all of 180
the electronic states and perform the electron degra- 181
dation calculations assuming local energy deposition 182
(LED). Comparison with calculations of photoelec- 183
tron energy deposition including transport shows that 184
the LED approach is valid below ∼1200 km (Lavvas 185
et al., 2011), therefore our current results will be valid 186
below this altitude limit, which is well within the al- 187
titudes of observed airglow (Stevens et al., 2011). 188
Finally, for both photons and photoelectrons we 189
assume only excitation from the ν=0 level of the 190
ground electronic state. The only exceptions are the 191
electron impact excitation of the ground state to its 192
different vibrational levels for which we have cross 193
sections for transitions among all vibrational levels 194
(Campbell et al., 2004), and the electron impact ex- 195
citation of the A and B ion states from the ground ion 196
state with cross sections from Crandall et al. (1974). 197
Below we discuss in detail the methods applied for the 198
evaluation of the excitation rate of each state/level. 199
2.1.1. Photons 200
The lack of a permanent dipole in N2 limits the 201
photon absorption cross section to high energy pho- 202
tons with wavelengths λ < 100 nm, while the singlet 203
nature of the ground state does not allow for the ex- 204
citation of the triplet states (spin forbidden transi- 205
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Figure 2: Theoretical photoabsorption cross sections for excitation of N2 to different excited singlet states. The panels compare
the partial cross sections (black) with the total photo absorption cross section (blue). The top panel for each state presents a high
resolution spectrum of the solar flux (at 1 A.U.) in the same region of the spectrum from Lavvas et al. (2011), that allows for the
correlation of solar emissions with N2 absorption features.
tions). Direct dipole-allowed excitation by photons is206
limited to the excitation of singlet states of opposite207
(ungerade) parity to the ground state (X 1Σ+g ). The208
major contribution in the photoabsorption cross sec-209
tion occurs from two valence (b 1Πu, b
′ 1Σ+u ) and three 210
Rydberg (c′4
1Σ+u , c3
1Πu, o3
1Πu) states (Stark et al., 211
2005, 2008). Most of the vibrational levels of these 212
states pre-dissociate completely and only a small sub- 213
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Figure 3: Photo-excitation rates of singlet states included in the
calculations. The profiles correspond to the sum of all vibra-
tional levels considered for each state. Atmospheric and solar
illumination conditions (solar zenith angle of 60◦) correspond
to those presented in the case study below (Section 3).
set leads to photo-excitation. These correspond to214
the states/levels b 1Πu(ν=1,4-7), b
′ 1Σ+u (ν=1,4-19),215
c′4
1Σ+u (ν=0-4,6), c3
1Πu(ν=0-2), and o3
1Πu(ν=0-216
4). In addition, we consider in our calculations the217
e 1Πu(ν=0) and e
′ 1Σ+u (ν=0) levels that also do not218
completely pre-dissociate.219
The evaluation of the excitation cross sections for220
these states has been a formidable experimental task221
with the limited information available. The reason222
for this difficulty arises from the overlap of bands223
with different pre-dissociation yields. Therefore, the224
use of segments of the total photo-absorption cross225
section for the estimation of the excitation rate of226
different states leads to overestimations. The latest227
developments in the high resolution theoretical calcu-228
lations for the N2 cross sections (Heays et al., 2011,229
and references therein), resulted in a breakthrough in230
our understanding of the interaction of the different231
molecular states and the role of these interactions in232
defining the molecular cross section and the magni-233
tude of pre-dissociation of different states/levels (see234
discussion below).235
These theoretical calculations allow us to extract236
the partial cross section for each state. Figure 2237
provides an example of the partial photo-absorption238
cross sections we use in our calculations, where we239
compare them with the total photo-absorption cross240
section and the solar flux distribution in the spectral241
region of interest for each band. A spectral region242
that most characteristically demonstrates the advan-243
tage of using the partial cross sections is the region 244
between 95.5 and 96.5 nm, where four different bands, 245
the b(ν=5), b′(ν=1), c3(ν=0), and c
′
4(ν=0), over- 246
lap to different degrees. All these states/levels pre- 247
dissociate only partially, thus their individual exci- 248
tation rates are required for a correct assessment of 249
their resulting population. 250
We use these partial cross sections and the to- 251
tal N2 cross sections, evaluated at different tempera- 252
tures between 100 and 200 K appropriate for Titan’s 253
atmospheric conditions in our energy deposition cal- 254
culations (see Lavvas et al., 2011), taking also into 255
account absorption by methane. Note that due to 256
the variation of the N2 cross sections with tempera- 257
Figure 4: Top: Photon penetration altitudes in the region of
the b(ν=1) excitation, showing that due to the highly vari-
able magnitude of the cross section, photons can be absorbed
between 1500 and 850 km altitude. Penetration altitudes are
calculated from the τ = 1 condition. Bottom: Normalized his-
tograms for the altitude of photon penetration for different N2
bands (thick colored lines) and for the whole region of the high
resolution cross sections (thin black line).
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ture, we need to consider the variation of the cross258
section along each segment of the slant column opac-259
ity, which significantly increases the computational260
time. The resulting photo-excitation rates for the261
singlet states are shown in Fig. 3, and correspond262
to the atmospheric and solar illumination conditions263
of the case study presented in the following section.264
The profiles presented correspond to the sum of all265
vibrational levels considered for each state. Photons266
able to excite these states are absorbed above 800 km,267
thus excitation is limited to higher altitudes.268
The behavior of the excitation profiles depends269
strongly on the distribution of solar flux and opac-270
ity within each band. For example, photons able271
to excite the b(ν=1) state are absorbed in multiple272
altitudes ranging between 1500 km for wavelengths273
with the highest cross sections to ∼850 km for the274
lower troughs between the absorption peaks (Fig. 4).275
If we make a histogram of the distribution of alti-276
tudes at which the different photons can penetrate277
we can see that each band has a significantly dif-278
ferent behavior from the corresponding distribution279
for the total photoabsorption range (85-100 nm) of280
the high resolution cross sections (Fig. 4). The lat-281
ter shows a rather monotonic increase of the num-282
ber of photons deposited at lower altitudes, due to283
the prevalence of troughs over peaks in the cross sec-284
tions. On the contrary, the band distributions reveal285
local maxima at high altitudes that imply that the286
photo-excitation rates for these states can have lo-287
cal inversion points for the high and low magnitude288
cross section regions as demonstrated by our results289
(Fig. 3). For some cases (e.g. e(ν=0) and e′(ν=0))290
the inversion is so efficient that the production rates291
of these states demonstrate double peaks (see Section292
3). These characteristics are further modulated by293
the variation of the solar flux over each band region.294
2.1.2. Photoelectrons295
Among the singlet states, only the low lying a,296
a′, and w states are not strongly pre-dissociated, but297
they are optically forbidden because of parity consid-298
erations. Therefore their populations, along with the299
populations of the triplet states, are predominantly300
populated by photoelectron excitation.301
In order to simulate the population of the dif-302
ferent vibrational levels of each electronic state, we303
need to know the state and level specific electron im-304
pact cross section. With the exception of the ground305
state, such cross sections are not available in the liter-306
ature. Our current knowledge is limited to the man- 307
ifold cross section for the excitation of the ground 308
state to all vibrational levels of an excited state. In 309
order to distribute the manifold cross section to the 310
different vibrational levels, we assume that we have 311
vertical transitions, i.e. we estimate the partial cross 312
section by the product of the manifold cross section 313
with the Franck-Condon (FC) factor appropriate for 314
the excitation of the ground state to each vibrational 315
levels of the excited state. A small modification is 316
further required in order to take into account the 317
threshold energy for the different vibrational levels of 318
the excited electronic state, for which we follow the 319
methodology of Borst (1973). The latter accounts for 320
a small shift of the resulting partial cross section to 321
higher energies by an amount equal to the energy dif- 322
ference between the excited vibrational level and the 323
ν=0 level of the excited electronic state. Finally, in 324
order to conserve the total absorbed energy we re- 325
normalize the partial cross sections to the total mea- 326
sured cross section. Such an approach is approximate, 327
but is a common tactic in similar studies of energy 328
deposition and airglow for the Earth (Cartwright, 329
1978; Gordillo-Vazquez, 2010), which leads to good 330
agreement with observations for the low-lying energy 331
states. 332
As the levels of the higher energy singlet states are 333
strongly perturbed by their mutual interactions, the 334
relative excitation probabilities of each vibrational 335
band requires the inclusion of these modifications in 336
the resulting wave function of each state/level. Thus, 337
the FC factors that are derived from the unperturbed 338
wave functions are not suitable in this case. For these 339
states we use the probabilities reported in Malone 340
et al. (2012) for the b(ν=0-14), c3(ν=0-3), o3(ν=0-3), 341
c′4(ν=0-3) and b
′(ν=0-10) states. For the b′ state, ex- 342
citation from the ground state favors predominantly 343
higher vibrational levels from those reported in Mal- 344
one et al. (2012), with the peak vibrational overlap 345
occurring for ν=16 (Stahel et al., 1983; Ajello et al., 346
1989; Malone et al., 2012). In order to extend to 347
higher vibrational levels for this state we used the ex- 348
citation probabilities for ν=11-21 reported by Ajello 349
et al. (1989), after scaling them to the total proba- 350
bility for transitions into these levels as reported by 351
Stahel et al. (1983). 352
For the ground electronic state, we have both the- 353
oretical studies and laboratory measurements for the 354
electron-impact excitation of the different vibrational 355
levels. This process proceeds through a resonance 356
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Figure 5: Yields for pre-dissociation (black) and photo-
excitation (blue) for the b(ν=1) state.
with the N−2 anion that rapidly auto-ionizes leaving357
N2 in a different vibrational level depending on the358
energy of the impinging electron. A recent review of359
these cross sections can be found in Campbell et al.360
(2004) where comparison between measurements and361
theory is made. We use the cross sections from this362
study, with updates from the latest theoretical cal-363
culations by Laporta et al. (2012) for ν > 10. We364
include both the forward and reverse excitation cross365
sections, the latter calculated based on the principle366
of detailed balance.367
2.1.3. Pre-dissociation368
The pre-dissociation of the different bound N2369
states strongly depends on the symmetry of each state370
and its coupling with the dissociating continua. The371
mechanisms of pre-dissociation depend sensitively on372
the energy overlap of different molecular features at373
the detail of rotational energies. Since we do not de-374
scribe our system at rotational detail, the pre-disso-375
ciation of the different vibrational levels we consider376
in our study corresponds to the average properties377
over the rotational population of each level. Thus we378
use a constant pre-dissociation probability, fdis, for379
each state/level, the value of which is retrieved from380
the literature.381
For the gerade singlet bound states only the a 1Πg382
state is observed to dissociate for vibrational levels383
ν ≥ 7. The dissociation occurs through coupling384
to the A′ 5Σ+g continuum, yielding N(
4S) + N(4S)385
(van der Kamp et al., 1994).386
Pre-dissociation of the lowest 1Πu states (b,c,o)387
was quantitatively explained for the first time through388
spin-orbit coupling of the singlet manifold states with 389
the 3Πu manifold (Lewis et al., 2005b, 2008). More 390
specifically this coupled-channel Schro¨dinger equation 391
(CSE) model showed that the b-state is strongly cou- 392
pled to the C-state, which is itself strongly electro- 393
statically coupled to the F-, G-, and C-′ states, where 394
pre-dissociation occurs through the continuum of the 395
latter, yielding N(4S) + N(2D). Moreover, the pre- 396
dissociation yields of each state/level depend on the 397
rotational levels involved (Haverd et al., 2005; Lewis 398
et al., 2005a; Wu et al., 2012), thus can be used as 399
a probe of the rotational temperature. This partic- 400
ularly holds for the b(ν=1) level that exhibits the 401
strongest emission from this state, and contributes 402
to the UVIS EUV observations of Titan’s airglow 403
(Stevens et al., 2011). The pre-dissociation theoret- 404
ical yield for b(ν=1) ranges from ∼20% for J=1 to 405
∼100% at J=25 (Lewis et al., 2005a). 406
Pre-dissociation of the c′4-state proceeds through 407
rotational coupling to the c3
1Πu state, that read- 408
ily dissociates through spin-orbit coupling to the C-, 409
F-, G-, and C′ 3Πu states (Liu et al., 2008, 2009). 410
There is a strong dependence on the rotational en- 411
ergy of the molecule with no pre-dissociation for J=0, 412
and increasing efficiency for higher rotational levels. 413
This picture becomes more complex through the in- 414
teraction of the c′4-state with the b- and b
′-states: in- 415
teraction with the b′-state modifies the energy lev- 416
els and FC factors for both states. As a result of 417
this interaction there is an important crossing be- 418
tween the c′4(ν = 0) and b
′(ν = 1) levels for specific 419
rotational levels that results in an overlap of their 420
emissions. This phenomenon further affects the pre- 421
dissociation rates because the J dependence of the b′ 422
pre-dissociation is weaker than that of the c′4. 423
The latest theoretical calculations for the N2 pho- 424
toabsorption cross sections allow us to quantitatively 425
evaluate the pre-dissociation yield for each of the sin- 426
glet states at any temperature. Figure 5 presents 427
an example of the yields (pre-dissociation and photo- 428
excitation) for the b(ν=1) state that demonstrates 429
the variable character of the yields over the spectral 430
range of this band. The band average yield for pre- 431
dissociation, < fdis >, for this state would be ∼90%. 432
Yet, the cross section, σλ, within the band is variable 433
(see Fig. 2). Thus, an accurate averaging for the yield 434
would be : 435
< fdis >=
∫
σλfdis,λ∫
σλ
, (1) 436
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which for the b(ν=1) state gives an average pre-disso-437
ciation yield of ∼65%. Note that σλ is the partial438
cross section of each state/level and that the derived439
yields correspond only to the partial state cross sec-440
tion and not the manifold cross section. The corre-441
sponding yields for all pre-dissociating singlet states442
included in the model are provided in Table 1. Val-443
ues are provided for three different assumed temper-444
atures in the calculations of the cross sections (100,445
150, and 200 K). The variance of the yields among446
these conditions is small and in our calculations we447
Table 1: Average dissociation yields for singlet states. States in
boldface characters have pre-dissociation yields less that 95%.
< fdis >
State 100K 150K 200K
b(1) 0.634 0.657 0.678
b(4) 0.994 0.994 0.994
b(5) 0.979 0.974 0.968
b(6) 0.957 0.958 0.959
b(7) 0.969 0.972 0.974
b′(1) 0.453 0.444 0.440
b′(4) 0.903 0.920 0.926
b′(5) 0.683 0.683 0.684
b′(6) 0.938 0.938 0.938
b′(7) 0.485 0.531 0.579
b′(8) 0.930 0.930 0.930
b′(9) 0.730 0.751 0.768
b′(10) 0.965 0.965 0.966
b′(11) 0.946 0.946 0.946
b′(12) 0.834 0.827 0.819
b′(13) 0.971 0.971 0.971
b′(14) 0.981 0.980 0.980
b′(15) 0.978 0.978 0.978
b′(16) 0.949 0.950 0.951
b′(17) 0.988 0.987 0.986
b′(18) 0.975 0.975 0.975
b′(19) 0.975 0.976 0.977
c(0) 0.980 0.979 0.978
c(1) 0.976 0.980 0.983
c(2) 0.985 0.985 0.985
c′4(0) 0.109 0.133 0.155
c′4(1) 0.689 0.694 0.699
c′4(2) 0.800 0.797 0.795
c′4(3) 0.826 0.826 0.827
c′4(4) 0.752 0.779 0.798
c′4(6) 0.922 0.924 0.928
e(0) 0.925 0.927 0.928
e′(0) 0.491 0.494 0.524
o(0) 0.951 0.959 0.962
o(1) 0.989 0.990 0.990
o(2) 0.991 0.991 0.991
o(3) 0.990 0.990 0.990
o(4) 0.712 0.716 0.717
assumed the yields at 150 K. These yields can be fur- 448
ther modified by the variation of the solar flux within 449
each band, but our calculations show that this effect 450
is rather small. 451
In addition to the above, resonant scattering of 452
the c′4(0)-X(0) emission also affects the pre-dissocia- 453
tion of the c′4-state, because of the gradual population 454
of the X(1) vibrational level through the c′4(0)-X(ν
′′) 455
transitions. Photons emitted from the c′4(0)-X(1) 456
transition are resonantly absorbed by the near coin- 457
cident b(ν=2) state that completely pre-dissociates, 458
reducing in this way the emission from the c′4-state 459
(Stevens et al., 1994; Stevens, 2001; Campbell et al., 460
2005). We discuss further below the implications of 461
this mechanism. 462
For the triplet states, pre-dissociation starts within 463
a narrow range of vibrational levels of the B-state (13 464
≤ ν ≤ 18). This process occurs due to the close align- 465
ment of these energy levels to those of the A′ 5Σ+g con- 466
tinuum, as for the a-state (Geisen, H, Neuscha¨fer, D 467
and Ottinger, Ch, 1990). Similarly, the C-state pre- 468
dissociates for ν ≥ 5 (Lofthus and Krupenie, 1977). 469
Theoretical calculations for the D-state show that 470
pre-dissociation rapidly increases with increasing vi- 471
brational levels and rotational energy (Lewis et al., 472
2008). Thus, we consider that all levels above the 473
ground level pre-dissociate for this state. Similarly, 474
for the E-state pre-dissociation dominates for ν ≥ 2. 475
Figure 6: Comparison between radiative emission rates of the
b(ν=1) levels to different levels of the ground state. Lines
present the theoretical rates evaluated with a pre-dissociation
yield of 65% at different temperatures (solid for 200 K, dashed
for 100 K and dash-dotted for 150 K) and the crosses are the
rates from Gilmore et al. (1992) assuming a pre-dissociation
yield of the 10.5% for the b(ν=1) level.
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For all other states we do not consider pre-dissociation.476
2.2. Radiative Transitions477
Table 2 provides a complete list of the radiative478
transitions included in our calculations. The radia-479
tive de-excitation rates among the different vibra-480
tional levels are taken from the studies of Cartwright481
(1978), Gilmore et al. (1992) and Campbell et al.482
(2010) for the doublet and triplet states. Typically,483
transitions occur from a higher to a lower electronic484
state. Depending on the involved levels, though, tran-485
sitions can take place in the inverse direction as well486
(intrasystem crossing). The bands for which inverse487
transitions are possible are presented by the double488
arrows in Table 2. We also provide the largest radia-489
tive transition rate for each band in order to present490
the relative lifetimes of the different states. For the491
w→X transition, we estimated the rates for the dif-492
ferent levels using the total radiative lifetime for the493
w-state and the FC factors reported in Gilmore et al.494
(1992), while for the a′ →X transition we followed a495
similar approach using the lifetime (13 ms) reported496
for this state by Tilford and Benesch (1976).497
For the singlet states, Gilmore et al. (1992) pro-498
vide rates for de-excitation of the b(ν=1) and c′4(ν=0-499
4,6) levels to the first vibrational levels of the ground500
state which are based on experimental measurements501
and assumptions about the pre-dissociation yield of502
each state. For example, emission rates for the b(ν ′=1)503
-X(ν ′′) transitions were calculated assuming a pre-504
dissociation yield of 10.5% for this level (Gilmore505
et al., 1992), while our calculated yield for this level506
is 65%. Therefore, in order to be consistent with the507
excitation rates we use for the singlet states, we used508
the radiative transition rates evaluated from the CSE509
model, which reflect the temperature conditions for510
which the N2 cross sections are evaluated. Taking511
into account the differences in the yields assumed,512
the theoretical results are consistent with the exper-513
imental measurements (Fig. 6).514
2.3. Collisional Transitions515
Collisions of the electronically/vibrationally ex-516
cited nitrogen molecules with other molecules or atoms517
result in a redistribution of the excited state energy518
and population. These processes, contrary to the ra-519
diative transitions described above, depend on the520
atmospheric temperature. The type of energy redis-521
tribution depends on the nature of the collision and522
can be generally separated into intramolecular or in- 523
termolecular processes (Ottinger et al., 1995). In the 524
first case the redistribution occurs only on the tar- 525
get molecule. If we designate as N2(x, ν) a molecule 526
in electronic state x and vibrational level ν colliding 527
with species M , the intramolecular process can be 528
described as: 529
N2(x, ν) + M → N2(x′, ν ′) + M. 530
If the electronic state after the collision remains the 531
same (x = x′) then we have only a vibrational re- 532
distribution and the excess energy is distributed to 533
the translational and rotational degrees of freedom. 534
If the electronic state changes as well, the transition 535
occurs in such a way that the internal energy of the 536
excited molecule is about the same before and after 537
the collision (quasi-resonant transitions). If the colli- 538
sion partner is another molecule (e.g. N2(y, v)) then 539
we also have the option of an intermolecular collision 540
in which there is an energy transfer between the in- 541
ternal degrees of freedom of the two molecules: 542
N2(x, ν) + N2(y, v) → N2(x′, ν ′) + N2(y′, v′). 543
In this case, the transitions occur again in a quasi- 544
resonant mode where the total internal energy of the 545
system before and after the collision is about the 546
same. Intermolecular and intramolecular processes 547
can have comparable importance to the energy re- 548
distribution among different states. Moreover, colli- 549
sions that induce changes among different electronic 550
states are particularly important from an observa- 551
tional point of view since they allow for the enhance- 552
ment or decrease of airglow emissions from specific 553
bands, relative to the emissions anticipated from pure 554
radiative transitions. A characteristic example is the 555
orange airglow observed in the Earth’s lower thermo- 556
sphere and attributed to an excess emission from the 557
second positive band (B→A), induced by the pump- 558
ing of the triplet B-state population in collisions of 559
the triplet A-state with ground state N2 (Piper, 1994). 560
A large number of laboratory studies have ad- 561
dressed the measurement and interpretation of the 562
different mechanisms involved in the collisional pro- 563
cesses of excited nitrogen molecules. Due to the dif- 564
ferent types of possible reactions, many studies have 565
extended the characterization of the reactions beyond 566
the inter- or intra-molecular character, as will become 567
obvious below. Most of these measurements focus on 568
the longest lived metastable states, which are easier 569
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Table 2: Radiative transitions included in the model.
Transition Band Name Max A[s−1] (ν′,ν′′) λ(µm) Reference
Triplet
A 3Σ+u → X 1Σ+g Vegard-Kaplan 1.95(-1) (19,1) 0.1435 [1]
B 3Πg ↔ A 3Σ+u First Positive 1.11(5) (13,9) 0.5696 [1]
W 3∆u ↔ B 3Πg Wu-Benesch 5.40(3) (20,10) 1.0733 [1]
B′ 3Σ−u ↔ B 3Πg IR afterglow 2.29(4) (10,5) 0.8212 [1]
C 3Πu → B 3Πg Second Positive 1.31(7) (0,0) 0.3370 [1]
E 3Σ+g → A 3Σ+u Herman-Kaplan 3.10(3) (1,2) 0.2204 [1]
E 3Σ+g → B 3Πg 1.56(2) (1,0) 0.2587 [2]
E 3Σ+g ↔ C 3Πu 7.63(2) (0,0) 1.471 [2]
D 3Σ+u → B 3Πg Fourth Positive 3.78(7) (1,0) 0.2159 [2]
D 3Σ+u → E 3Σ+g 5.61(5) (0,0) 1.283 [2]
Singlet
w 1∆u → X 1Σ+g Tanaka 1.25(8) (7,0) 0.1220 [1]
w 1∆u ↔ a 1Πg MCF2 4.77(3) (19,12) 1.0024 [1]
a 1Πg → X 1Σ+g Lyman-Birge-Hopfield 5.16(3) (3,0) 0.1354 [1]
a 1Πg ↔ a′ 1Σ−u MCF1 2.62(3) (18,15) 1.4644 [1]
a′ 1Σ−u → X 1Σ+g Fifth Positive 6.14(1) (8,0) 0.1264 [1]
b 1Πu → X 1Σ+g Birge-Hopfield I 2.08(8) (4,0) 0.09658 [3]
b′ 1Σ+u → X 1Σ+g Birge-Hopfield II 2.18(8) (5,4) 0.1019 [3]
c3
1Πu → X 1Σ+g 1.74(8) (0,0) 0.09603 [3]
c′4
1Σ+u → X 1Σ+g Carroll-Yoshino 1.02(9) (0,0) 0.09586 [3]
c′4
1Σ+u → a 1Πg Gaydon-Herman 4.82(6) (0,1) 0.2970 [2]
e 1Πu→ X 1Σ+g 1.82(7) (0,0) 0.08654 [3]
e′ 1Σ+u→ X 1Σ+g 6.14(7) (0,0) 0.08633 [3]
o3
1Πu → X 1Σ+g 2.44(8) (0.1) 0.09676 [3]
Doublet
A 2Πu ↔ X 2Σ+g Meinel 5.85(4) (1,0) 0.9183 [1]
B 2Σ+u → X 2Σ+g First Negative 1.14(7) (0,0) 0.3912 [1]
[1] Gilmore et al. (1992), [2] Campbell et al. (2010), [3] CSE model
to investigate and at the same time are more impor-570
tant for the atmospheric modeling since they have571
a higher probability of being affected by collisions.572
Below we describe in detail the processes we have in-573
cluded in our calculations based on the available ob-574
servations, while in Table 3 we provide an overview575
of all processes.576
2.3.1. Triplet manifold577
Most of the published laboratory investigations578
for the role of collisions focus on the triplet state man-579
ifold and specifically on transitions among the low580
lying A-, B-, W-, B′-, and C-states. Dreyer (1973)581
observed the deactivation of different vibrational lev-582
els of N2 A(ν) by ground state N2 X(0) and found583
that the collisions induced vibrational − vibrational584
transitions with a double quantum difference for the585
A-state accompanied with a single quantum increase586
of the ground state vibrational level:587
A(ν) + X(0)→ A(ν − 2) + X(1).588
In a more recent study Popov (2013) re-evaluated the589
results of this experiment taking into account the role590
of collisions of N2 A-state molecules with atomic ni- 591
trogen formed in the apparatus, and derived an ana- 592
lytical formula for the rate of the above reaction: 593
k(ν) = 1.1× 10−13ν(ν − 1) exp
[
−0.1∆E√
T
]
, (2) 594
for 2 ≤ ν ≤ 7 and where ∆E (in cm−1) is the energy 595
difference between reactants and products (positive 596
for exothermic transitions) and T, the temperature. 597
For higher levels we use the rates from the theoret- 598
ical study of Kirillov (2008) that provide consistent 599
results with the experimental measurements at the 600
low vibrational levels. For A(ν <2), collisions with 601
N2 lead to electronic quenching to the ground state 602
with rates 3.7 ×10−16 and 3.4×10−16 cm3s−1 for ν=0 603
and ν=1, respectively (Dreyer, 1973). 604
Other types of reactions leading to electronic tran- 605
sitions are those of energy pooling in which two A- 606
state molecules collide to generate molecules in the 607
B- or C-state: 608
A(ν) + A(ν ′)→ B(ν ′′) + X(ν ′′′) 609
A(ν) + A(ν ′)→ C(ν ′′) + X(ν ′′′) 610
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Table 3: Collisional processes included for each electronic state in the calculations, EQ: electronic quenching, EP: energy pooling,
ICT: intersystem crossing transition, C: chemical reaction, VV: vibrational-vibrational, VT: vibrational-translational. The entries
for each case present the states or species involved.
N2 State EQ EP ICT C VV VT
A X B,C,X B,W,X CH4,C2H2,C2H4,C2H6 X
B X A,W,B′,X
B′ X B
C X X
W,E,D X
X+ CH4,e
− X X
A+,B+ X+ e− X X
X CH4 X X
a X a′,w
a′ X a
w X a
b,b′,c3,c
′
4 X
o3,e,e
′ X
Measurements for these rates are available only for611
collisions among the ν, ν ′=0 and 1 vibrational levels of612
the A state resulting in population of the C(ν ′′=0-4)613
and B(ν ′′=1-11) vibrational levels (Piper, 1988a,b).614
For the vibrational level of the product ground state615
molecule we have chosen the level that corresponds to616
the closest quasi-resonant transition for each combi-617
nation of the collision partners at ∼150 K (see Table618
4). Energy pooling reactions affect the populations619
of the B- and C-states, but are not a significant loss620
mechanism for the A-state population.621
On the contrary, electronic transitions induced by622
reaction with the ground state can be more impor-623
tant. In this case we have contributions from both in-624
tramolecular and intermolecular mechanisms (Bach-625
mann et al., 1993; Ottinger et al., 1995). In the for-626
mer case, collisions of ground state molecules with the627
N2 A-state lead to the production of the N2 B-state:628
A(ν) + X↔ B(ν ′) + X629
These collisions are efficient for a combination of vi-630
brational levels of similar energy and can work in both631
directions (Bachmann et al., 1992, 1993). On the632
other hand, collisions with excited vibrational levels633
of the ground state (ν ′ ≥ 4) lead to the production of634
the triplet B state through the intermolecular path:635
A(ν) + X(ν ′)→ B(ν ′′) + X(v′′′).636
With the aid of isotopic labeling of the reactants it637
was possible to demonstrate that the latter reaction638
proceeds through the transfer of the A-state energy639
to the ground state molecule, instead of the trans-640
fer of the ground state’s vibrational energy to the N2641
A-state (Piper, 1989, 1994). In addition, intersystem 642
collisions appear to populate the low vibrational lev- 643
els of the B-state, while the intrasystem collisions pre- 644
dominantly affect the higher vibrational levels, but 645
the contributions of the two types have comparable 646
magnitudes (Ottinger et al., 1995). The rates for the 647
intrasystem processes in our calculations are based 648
on the theoretical study of Kirillov (2008), for the 649
calculation of intermolecular and intramolecular pro- 650
cesses. The latter allows us to calculate the rates for 651
all possible vibrational level combinations of the in- 652
volved molecules, and at any temperature. Finally, 653
we also include electronic quenching to the ground 654
state with rates from Gordillo-Vazquez (2010). 655
The B triplet state is coupled to the A-, B′-, and 656
W-states through collisions of an intramolecular type: 657
B(ν) + X↔ A(ν ′) + X 658
B(ν) + X↔W(ν ′) + X 659
B(ν) + X↔ B′(ν ′) + X. 660
Similar to the intersystem crossing discussed previ- 661
ously for radiative transitions, collisions can lead to 662
electronic variations of these states for vibrational 663
levels of similar energy (Bachmann et al., 1992, 1993). 664
We calculate the rates for these processes based on 665
the theoretical work of Kirillov (2008), while we also 666
consider electronic quenching of the B-, B′- and W- 667
states to the ground state with rates from Morrill and 668
Benesch (1996). 669
For collisions of the triplet C-state the most re- 670
cent measurements were made by Dilecce et al. (2006) 671
and Pereira et al. (2010). The former investigated 672
the relative role of vibrational redistribution within 673
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Table 4: Energy pooling rates for the production of different vibrational levels of the B and C states from the collision of two
A(0,1) state N2 molecules. Units are 10
−11cm3s−1. Numbers in parenthesis give the vibrational level of the ground state closest to
overall resonance between the energy levels of products and reactants (the numbers in italics show the only endothermic channel
at 150 K).
Vib. Level B C
(ν′′) k00 k01 k11 k00 k01 k11
0 2.6 (4) 3.4 (5) <1.0 (5)
1 3.3 (19) 4.1 (3) 5.4 (4) <2.0 (5)
2 1.6 (17) 3.0 (18) 14.7(19) 4.1 (2) 3.3 (3) <1.0 (4)
3 0.4 (16) 4.2 (17) 2.8 (2) 2.2 (2) <0.7 (3)
4 0.5 (15) 1.6 (16) 3.8 (17) 1.0 (1) 1.0 (1) <0.6 (2)
5 0.7 (15) 1.6 (15) 4.5 (16)
6 0.6 (14) 1.3 (15) 1.5 (15)
7 0.6 (13) 1.3 (14)
8 0.4 (12) 1.1 (13)
9 0.8 (11) 0.9 (13) 1.6(13)
10 1.8 (11) 2.8 (12) 1.3(12)
11 0.3 (10) 0.4 (11) 1.0(12)
the C-state to that of electronic quenching to lower674
laying electronic states. Their study provides rates675
for the vibrational relaxation for the ν = 0− 4 vibra-676
tional levels and the corresponding electronic quench-677
ing rates (Table 5), although an assignment of the678
product lower state was not possible. When we in-679
clude these rates in our calculations we assume that680
the electronic quenching results in the production of681
the X(ν=0) state, while for the vibrational redistri-682
bution we consider only the path:683
C(ν ′) +X(0)→ C(ν ′′) +X(ν), (3)684
where ν is the ground state vibrational level closest to685
resonance for the given combination of ν ′ and ν ′′ (see686
Table 5). Pereira et al. (2010) investigated the tem-687
perature dependence of the quenching rates for the688
first two vibrational levels (ν ′=0,1) and found that689
the electronic quenching rates have a small negative690
temperature dependence, while the vibrational redis-691
tribution rates demonstrate a stronger and positive692
dependence on temperature.693
For the D- and E-triplet states we only consider694
electronic quenching to the ground state with rates695
estimated from the quenching rates of the B-state.696
2.3.2. Singlet manifold697
Collisions among N2 molecules are the major pro-698
cess for the re-distribution of the vibrational level699
populations of the ground electronic state. Due to the700
lack of a permanent dipole moment the Vibrational-701
Vibrational (VV) and Vibrational-Translational (VT)702
transition rates for N2 are difficult to measure, and703
Table 5: Quenching rates for the C 3Πu state from Dilecce
et al. (2006), including contributions from electronic quenching
and vibrational redistribution within the C-state. Numbers in
parenthesis correspond to the produced vibrational level of the
ground state assumed in the calculations (see text). Units are
10−11 cm3s−1.
ν′′ \ ν′ 0 1 2 3 4
0 - 1.19(1) 0.528(2) 0.734(3) 0.736(3)
1 - - 0.763(1) 0.464(2) 1.02(2)
2 - - - 0.36(1) 0.285(2)
3 - - - - 0.105(1)
Elec. 1.14 1.95 2.989 4.782 7.714
theoretical calculations are required for these rates. 704
The typical approach commonly used is that of a 705
semiclassical theory where the translational and ro- 706
tational degrees of freedom for the N2 molecules are 707
treated with a classical Hamiltonian, while the vibra- 708
tional energy is quantized. Based on this approach 709
and taking into account the long and short range 710
interaction potentials among the colliding molecules 711
calculations for both the VT and the VV transitions 712
are possible (Kurnosov et al., 2010). 713
VT collisions are of the form: 714
X(ν) + X(ν ′)↔ X(ν −∆ν) + X(ν ′).
For the forward pathway of this reaction, vibrational 715
energy is transformed to translational (or rotational) 716
energy, thereby heating the atmosphere, while in the 717
reverse reaction we have energy transfer from the 718
translational/rotational degrees to the vibrational de- 719
grees of freedom, thereby causing cooling of the at- 720
mosphere. For the (kinetic) temperature of Titan’s 721
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atmosphere the reverse pathway is inefficient, while722
multi-quantum steps are only important for high vi-723
brational levels at high temperatures (T>8000K, Billing724
and Fisher, 1979). For our study we therefore con-725
sider only single quantum transitions (∆ν=1). We726
calculate the rates for this process based on the ana-727
lytical formulation of Kirillov (1998).728
VV collisions are of the form:729
X(ν) + X(ν ′)↔ X(ν −∆ν) + X(ν ′ +∆ν ′).
Here we can separate different options for the type730
of the transitions, such as single quantum transitions731
(∆ν = ∆ν ′ = 1), multi-quantum symmetric transi-732
tions (∆ν = ∆ν ′ > 1), and multi-quantum asymmet-733
ric transitions (∆ν 6= ∆ν ′). For N2 collisions multi-734
quanta symmetric transitions have smaller rates than735
single quantum transitions and are important only736
for high vibrational levels (Cacciatore et al., 2005;737
Kurnosov et al., 2007). Asymmetric transitions can738
have rates comparable to single quantum transitions,739
but are limited to vibrational levels significantly larger740
than those investigated here. Thus, we only need to741
consider the single quantum transitions in our cal-742
culations. The rates we use for the VV collisions are743
taken from the analytical formulation for single quan-744
tum transitions from Kurnosov et al. (2010). As a745
general characteristic the rates peak in the near res-746
onance region and increase for increasing vibrational747
level. Keep in mind that only for the imaginary case748
of a harmonic oscillator do these collisions result in749
a complete energy exchange among the different vi-750
brational levels. In reality, the divergence of the N2751
vibrational potential from that of a harmonic oscilla-752
tor with increasing ν makes the VV transitions either753
endothermic or exothermic depending on the vibra-754
tional levels involved.755
For a given vibrational level, ν, production by VV756
collisions occurs from both the ν+1 and ν−1 levels757
at different rates. At the lower boundary (ν=0) of758
our simulated vibrational level space, production is759
possible only from the ν=1 level, while at the upper760
boundary (ν=21) production is also possible from the761
ν=22 level that is not simulated. In order to take into762
account the contribution from the higher level we es-763
timated the N2 X(ν=22) population by linear extrap-764
olation in log-space. Similarly we included loss to the765
ν=22 level by VV collisions. These boundary condi-766
tions affect the shape of the vibrational distribution767
at the edge of the vibrational space.768
Finally, for the a, a′, and w states we assume the 769
intrasystem collisions: 770
a(ν) + X ↔ a′(ν ′) + X 771
a(ν) + X ↔ w(ν ′) + X, 772
along with the corresponding intersystem collisions. 773
Rates for these processes are calculated based on the 774
theoretical study of Kirillov (2011). These transi- 775
tions can potentially affect the distribution of emit- 776
ted radiation in the LBH band (as was found for the 777
Earth’s atmosphere by Eastes and Dentamaro, 1996), 778
which are some of the main emission bands observed 779
in Titan’s atmosphere. Electronic quenching rates for 780
the a′-state are taken from Cartwright (1978). The 781
theoretical calculations also allow us to include the 782
cross manifold collision rates due to spin-orbit inter- 783
actions. However, these processes proceed much more 784
slowly than the collisional rates within each manifold 785
and they do not affect the results. For all other sin- 786
glet states we estimate the electronic quenching rates 787
based on other states of similar molecular symmetry. 788
As we will see below, these estimations do not affect 789
the results of our calculations as the radiative transi- 790
tions dominate the population of the singlet states. 791
2.3.3. Doublet manifold 792
For the ion states we include the radiative tran- 793
sitions to the ground ion state (Gilmore et al., 1992) 794
and recombination rates with electrons. The latter 795
process leads to the dissociation of the molecule and 796
the production of excited fragments. For recombi- 797
nation we use the rates suggested by Sheehan and 798
St Maurice (2004) for the ν=0 or higher levels. Dilecce 799
et al. (2010) measured the electronic quenching of the 800
N+2 B(ν=0) state and we assume that the same rate 801
applies for all levels of the excited ion states. 802
The ground ion state is also affected by VV and 803
VT collisions with the ground neutral state: 804
N+2 (ν) + N2(ν = 0)→ N+2 (ν − δν) + N2(δν) 805
N+2 (ν) + N2(ν = 0)→ N+2 (ν − δν) + N2(ν = 0), 806
while charge transfer reactions 807
N+2 (ν) + N2(ν = 0)↔ N2(ν) + N+2 (ν = 0) 808
are also efficient. The latter reactions, however, pro- 809
ceed efficiently in both directions so they do not af- 810
fect the vibrational distribution of the neutral and 811
ion ground states. Theoretical and laboratory stud- 812
ies show that the former collisions (VV and VT) pro- 813
ceed with either single or multi-quantum transitions 814
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(Kato et al., 1998; Sohlberg, 1999). In our calcu-815
lations we assumed only single (δν=1) and double816
(δν=2) quantum transitions for the VV collisions and817
single quantum transitions for the VT collisions. We818
set the branching ratio for the single quantum tran-819
sitions to 0.8 and we assumed that the branching ra-820
tio for the double quantum VV collisions is equal to821
that of the VT collisions, i.e. 0.1. These values are822
based on quantum mechanical calculations (Sohlberg,823
1999), while the overall rate of the VV+VT reaction824
is k= 1.66×10−10 cm3s−1 based on laboratory mea-825
surements (Kato et al., 1998).826
2.3.4. Collisions with other molecules827
The main species that can affect the population828
of the N2 states is methane. The reactivity of ground829
state N2 with CH4 is weak, but the reactivity of830
higher energy states/levels could be more efficient. So831
far we have not found any published measurements832
for these processes. Studies on the reactivity of N2833
X(ν) with SiH4 demonstrate that the reaction rate in-834
creases with vibrational level from 10−13 cm3s−1 for835
ν=0 to 6×10−13 cm3s−1 for 4<ν<13 at 300 K (Piper,836
2002). A similar behavior is anticipated for methane837
although the absolute value of the energy exchange838
rates is unknown. Thus, we evaluate the role of this839
process by testing different rates.840
Other long lived excited states can also partake841
in chemical reactions with methane and other hydro-842
carbons in Titan’s atmosphere. For the N2 A-state843
we also consider reactions with CH4, C2H6, C2H2,844
and C2H4. The rates for these reactions increase845
as we move from an alkane to an alkyne reactant846
(Dutuit et al., 2013), demonstrating a transition in847
the reaction character from electronic/vibrational de-848
excitation of the excited N2 state to collision induced849
dissociation of the reaction partner. For CH4 and850
C2H6 the reaction rates were found to increase with851
the N2 vibrational level involved, although quanti-852
tative information for the reaction rate is not cur-853
rently available. In our calculations we assumed the854
measured reaction rates for the A(ν=0) case for all855
vibrational levels. On the contrary the vibrational856
dependence of the reactions with C2H2 and C2H4 is857
small, as these reactions lead to dissociation.858
N2 A can also transfer its energy to CO, due to the859
resonance of its energy levels with those of the CO a860
3Π state (Thomas et al., 1987). The rates for the en-861
ergy transfer to CO vary strongly with the vibrational862
level of N2 A and increase from v=0 to v=3, followed863
by a rapid drop at higher ν (for measurements per- 864
formed at room temperature). For the reported rates, 865
the CO/CH4 reaction rate ratio varies from 500 for 866
ν=0, to 15, 17, 5, and lower values for vibrational 867
levels, 1,2,3, and higher levels, respectively (Herron, 868
1999). Considering that the CH4/CO density ratio in 869
Titan’s atmosphere is∼300, this would mean that the 870
energy transfer rate could be important only for N2 871
A(ν=0) if the ratio of the CO and CH4 reaction rates 872
does not significantly change with lower temperature, 873
for which we do not have any information. On the 874
other hand, the large radiative lifetime (∼ms, Clyne 875
and Heaven, 1981) for the produced CO a 3Π state in 876
this process, implies that the produced population is 877
dominantly lost in reactions with N2 leading back to 878
N2 A, thereby results in a zero net effect. For these 879
reasons we did not include this process in our calcu- 880
lations. A thorough comparison of the model results 881
with the VK band observations from Cassini/UVIS 882
should help us evaluate this assumption in a future 883
study. 884
We also considered the reactivity of the ion ground 885
state with methane that predominantly results in dis- 886
sociative ionization of CH4, producing CH
+
2 and CH
+
3 . 887
The rate for this reaction is measured as 1.2×10−9 888
cm3s−1 (Dutuit et al., 2013) and we assumed the same 889
rate for all vibrational levels of the ground ion state. 890
This assumption is supported by laboratory measure- 891
ments of the branching ratios of the different reaction 892
products for N+2 (ν = 0 − 2) that showed a weak de- 893
pendence on the vibrational level (Xu et al., 2013). 894
For the excited ion states other processes are faster 895
and therefore we did not include their reaction with 896
CH4. 897
2.4. Solution method 898
For the calculation of the state/level populations 899
we assume a steady state solution at each atmospheric 900
altitude whereby we balance the production and loss 901
rates for each state/level (s,l) taking into account its 902
pre-dissociation probability, f s,ldis: 903
(1− f s,ldis)Ps,l = Ls,l. (4) 904
In general the production term for each state is: 905
P = Phν + Pe + Prad + Pcol, (5) 906
where we have dropped the s, l designation for sim- 907
plicity. The terms included on the RHS of equation 5 908
correspond to production by photon absorption, elec- 909
tron excitation, radiative de-excitation of a higher 910
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Figure 7: Atmospheric properties (temperature and density)
assumed for the case study presented, corresponding to the
T40 flyby conditions.
level, and production through collisions, respectively.911
The last term is a composite of all the collision pro-912
cesses discussed earlier and its calculation depends on913
the specific state/level considered. The correspond-914
ing loss terms are dominated by the radiative exci-915
tation and collisional terms. For the ground states916
of N2 and N
+
2 we also consider the loss by electron917
impact excitation of the different vibrational levels.918
Our ‘solver’ starts by assuming that all N2 is in919
the ground state and proceeds by taking increasing920
time steps until all state/levels for all altitudes are921
converged within a pre-defined accuracy. For each922
atmospheric level and time step used we obtain the923
new densities for each state/level by solving the cou-924
pled system of equations with the Newton-Raphson925
method (Press et al., 2007). Due to the short lifetime926
of the excited states, the required time steps initiate927
with very small values (10−13 s) and gradually in-928
crease as the short lived state population converges.929
We assume that a given state/level is converged af-930
ter the fractional difference in the production and931
loss terms is smaller than 10−3. Due to the intri-932
cate way in which different states are coupled through933
collisions and radiative de-excitation, we noticed that934
some extremely short lived states can inhibit the in-935
crease in the time step due to changes made to longer936
lived states to which they are coupled. For this rea-937
son, once a state/level is converged we no longer con-938
sider it in the evaluation of the subsequent time steps939
in order to allow for a faster relaxation of the system940
to the global solution. Once a global solution is ob-941
tained we re-run the system with the new densities942
Figure 8: Vertical profiles of different triplet states. Each line
corresponds to the sum of the vibrational levels of each state.
for a number of iterations to verify the global conver- 943
gence. 944
This local balance solution is valid for all excited 945
electronic states, but it does not suffice for the ground 946
state balance. All excited states are balanced whence 947
the time steps reach ∼1 second, but the ground state 948
population requires a significantly longer time to reach 949
equilibrium and during this elongated time it can be 950
affected by diffusion. We include this effect in our 951
calculations by solving the full scale continuity equa- 952
tion for all ground state levels taking into account 953
molecular diffusion and atmospheric mixing. The so- 954
lution method can be found in Lavvas et al. (2008), 955
along with details for the atmospheric mixing profile 956
we use. At the lower boundary, diffusion does not af- 957
fect the abundances, thus we fix our N2 X profiles to 958
the solutions found with the local balance approach. 959
At the top boundary we assume zero flux conditions 960
(no escape). For the diffusion coefficients we assumed 961
that all vibrational levels of the ground state have 962
similar transport properties. In reality the excited vi- 963
brational levels can have different collision integrals 964
since the interaction potentials for each vibrational 965
level and the ground state is modified in each case. 966
However, for N2 this effect is expected to be weak (Fu- 967
jimoto et al., 1976), a conclusion that is supported by 968
measurements of CO (Margottin-Maclou et al., 1971). 969
3. Case study 970
In order to provide a detailed description of the 971
mechanisms involved in the establishment of the vi- 972
brational population of each electronic state, we pre- 973
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Figure 9: Production (left) and loss (right) rates for the A 3Σ+u state at different vibrational levels and at three different altitudes
in Titan’s atmosphere. The relative contributions of the different mechanisms are shown with black lines for direct excitation (solid
line), radiative de-excitation (dashed line), intersystem crossing (squares), chemical reactions (crosses), and quenching (triangles).
The blue lines for the loss rates at 1000 km show the contribution of different transitions to the radiative cascade. The deeper we
move into the atmosphere, the more efficient collisional processes become and therefore the more comparable to direct excitation
(for production) and radiative de-excitation (for loss) they are. Note also the absolute change in magnitude for the three altitudes,
that demonstrates the variation in the energy input for each location.
sent here the results of the model for a specific case974
of atmospheric conditions and solar illumination. For975
the atmospheric properties we chose the conditions976
observed on Titan during the T40 flyby. We derive977
the atmospheric properties for this flyby from the978
INMS observations (outbound leg, calibration factor979
of 2.6, see Fig. 7 and Lavvas et al., 2011) in the upper980
atmosphere, and we smoothly connect them to the981
lower atmosphere properties measured by the Huy-982
gens probe below 500 km (Aboudan et al., 2008). For983
the solar flux we use the measured insolation from the984
TIMED/SEE instrument at the time of the Cassini985
observations, and a high resolution spectrum from the986
SOHO/SUMER instrument for the spectral region of987
the N2 neutral dissociation, the latter scaled to the988
total insolation of the former for the T40 conditions989
(see Lavvas et al., 2011). The T40 flyby took place on990
January 5, 2008, at which time the solar activity was991
at its minimum, with an F10.7 index of 77.12. For992
the illumination conditions we assume a solar zenith993
angle of 60◦, characteristic of disk average conditions.994
In the following section we discuss the densities and995
2http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/ow.html
vibrational distribution of each state separating them 996
based on their multiplicity. 997
3.1. Triplet states 998
An overview of the model results for the popula- 999
tion of the triplet states is presented in Fig. 8, where 1000
the total density of each state is shown. Among the 1001
triplet states (and surpassed only by the population 1002
of the ground neutral and ion states) the A 3Σ+u state 1003
has the highest population at all altitudes, followed 1004
by the W 3∆u state. All other states have signif- 1005
icantly smaller densities ranging between 5 and 10 1006
orders of magnitude lower than the density of the A- 1007
state. This density variation among the states reflects 1008
their different radiative lifetimes. 1009
The A 3Σ+u state is produced by direct electron 1010
impact excitation of the ground state N2, and by cas- 1011
cade from higher lying states (Fig. 9). At 1000 km the 1012
cascade contribution dominates the production for vi- 1013
brational levels with ν<5, and is due to the radiative 1014
de-excitation B→A (First Positive band), while the 1015
E→A (Herman-Kaplan band) transition has a minor 1016
role. Direct excitation by electron impact dominates 1017
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Figure 10: Vibrational distribution of the A-state at different
altitudes (colored lines). Here we normalized the density of
each vibrational level to the density of the ν=0 level at each
altitude. The dotted lines correspond to the Boltzmann distri-
butions at different temperatures (see numbered labels in K).
The effect of collisions start to be seen as we move below 1000
km, as demonstrated by the change in the structure of the dis-
tributions.
for higher vibrational levels although the exact vibra-1018
tional level for the transition between these two con-1019
tributions changes with altitude. This dependence re-1020
sults from the decrease of the direct excitation contri-1021
bution at lower altitudes, combined with the increas-1022
ing role of collisions (due to the higher atmospheric1023
density). Production by vibrational redistribution is1024
efficient only at low vibrational levels (ν≤5), since1025
the rate for this process decreases rapidly for higher1026
levels. Similarly the collisional transition from the B-1027
state to the A-state has a negligible effect due to the1028
low population of the B-state (see Fig. 8 and below).1029
A similar picture is seen for the loss rates of the A-1030
state where at high altitudes radiative cascade dom-1031
inates. At 1000 km loss of the different vibrational1032
levels from radiative transitions to the ground state1033
dominates for ν<9, while at higher levels the inter-1034
system radiative transition to the lower vibrational1035
levels of the B-state makes the major contribution.1036
At lower altitudes contributions from the vibrational1037
redistribution and intersystem crossing with the B-1038
state make an increasing contribution at vibrational1039
levels ν>3. Note that chemical reactions and direct1040
quenching to the ground state have always a small1041
effect in the overall loss, while energy pooling reac-1042
tions have a negligible role for the population of the1043
A(ν=0,1) levels (not shown). 1044
The above processes have a direct reflection in 1045
the vibrational distribution of the A-state (Fig. 10). 1046
Above 1000 km the dominance of radiative processes 1047
results in smooth profiles for the vibrational distri- 1048
bution. At lower altitudes, as collisions become pro- 1049
gressively more important, the distribution is modi- 1050
fied due to the vibrational redistribution and the in- 1051
tersystem crossing that have a structured variation 1052
with vibrational level. The overall effect of these col- 1053
lisions is to increase the relative population for the 1054
low vibrational levels compared to that of higher al- 1055
titudes. This result is consistent with the Morrill and 1056
Benesch (1996) study on the effect of collisions in the 1057
vibrational population of the A state in the Earth’s 1058
atmosphere. 1059
We can also compare the vibrational distribution 1060
derived, with the theoretical Boltzmann distributions 1061
at different temperatures (see dotted lines in Fig. 10). 1062
It becomes clear from this comparison that the vi- 1063
bration distribution of the A-state cannot be charac- 1064
terized by a single vibrational temperature. At and 1065
above 1000 km, vibrational levels with ν≤7 can be ap- 1066
proximately characterized by a Boltzmann distribu- 1067
tion with a temperature between 5,000 and 10,000 K. 1068
At higher vibrational levels the distribution drops 1069
rapidly to lower temperatures and, at ν≥18, appro- 1070
aches a vibrational temperature of ∼3500 K. This 1071
transition in the characteristic vibrational tempera- 1072
ture reflects the different sources of population of the 1073
different levels, as identified above. At lower altitudes 1074
the collisions progressively decrease the vibrational 1075
temperature of the distribution and only the first few 1076
vibrational levels (ν=0-2), as well as the highest lev- 1077
els (ν≥18), retain the same vibrational temperature 1078
as at high altitudes, since at these levels collisions 1079
have a minimal effect (see Fig. 9). 1080
The production of the B 3Πg state is equally con- 1081
trolled by direct excitation and cascade, for all levels 1082
(Fig. 11). For ν≤3 radiative cascade from the C- 1083
and the A-state dominates the production rates at 1084
1000 km, while at higher levels the cumulative contri- 1085
bution of the A-, W-, and B′-states has a comparable 1086
effect to the direct electron excitation. Comparison 1087
with the loss rates of the A-state (Fig. 9) demon- 1088
strates how the intersystem radiative crossing from 1089
the higher levels of the A-state (ν≥8) populates the 1090
lower levels of the B-state (ν≤8). At lower altitudes 1091
collisions of the A-state with the ground state lev- 1092
els populate the low levels of the B-state, but with 1093
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Figure 11: Same as for Fig. 9 but now for the production rates of the B 3Πg state. The blue lines for the rates at 1000 km present
the contribution of the different states to the radiative cascade. The gap in the loss rates for vibrational levels between 13 and 18
is due to the pre-dissociation of these levels.
a minor contribution to the overall production, while1094
energy pooling collisions of the A-state have a neg-1095
ligible effect. For the loss rate of the B-state levels,1096
radiative de-excitation dominates in the three alti-1097
tude regions, with the B→A transition having the1098
most important contribution at all levels, followed by1099
Figure 12: Same as Fig. 10 but now for the vibrational distri-
bution of the B-state. For this case, radiative processes are far
more efficient than collisional processes and the shape of the
distribution does not significantly change with altitude.
the B→W transition (Fig. 11). 1100
Due to the small contribution of collisional pro- 1101
cesses in the production and loss rates, the vibra- 1102
tional distribution of the B-state does not signifi- 1103
cantly change with altitude (Fig. 12). As with the 1104
A-state, the overall shape of the vibrational distribu- 1105
tion cannot be characterized by a single vibrational 1106
temperature. The more efficient population of the 1107
low vibrational levels from the radiative cascade of 1108
the A-state is characteristic of a higher effective tem- 1109
perature (∼10,000 K) relative to the slower produc- 1110
tion through the radiative cascade from the B′-state, 1111
that dominates at high vibrational levels and where 1112
a lower effective vibrational temperature (∼3,500 K) 1113
is more consistent with the distribution. 1114
The production of W 3∆u is dominated by di- 1115
rect electron excitation at all three altitude regions 1116
(Fig. 13). Only for the first three vibrational levels 1117
(ν≤2) does production from the de-excitation of the 1118
higher B-levels contribute significantly to the produc- 1119
tion rates. Moreover, collisions do not substantially 1120
affect the production rates of this state and only make 1121
a small contribution close to 600 km for the low levels. 1122
Similarly the loss rates are controlled by the radiative 1123
cascade to the B-state for all altitudes, with the ex- 1124
ception of the first vibrational level which has a long 1125
radiative lifetime. For this case, quenching to the 1126
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Figure 13: Same as for Fig. 9 but now for the W state.
ground state controls the loss rate, with collisional1127
coupling to the B-state having a secondary role.1128
The vibrational distribution of the W-state has1129
the same shape for ν≥1 for all altitudes since radia-1130
tive processes dominate at these levels. As collisions1131
control the lifetime of the lower levels, the relative1132
Figure 14: Vibrational distribution of the W-state normalized
to the ν=0 level. The different colors correspond to different
altitudes. The dotted lines are Boltzmann distributions at the
presented temperatures. For this state collisions become im-
portant below 1200 km and result in a gradual shift of the
distribution for ν>2 to higher values (see text).
population between these two regions (i.e. the popu- 1133
lation for ν=0 and the population for ν≥1) decreases 1134
with decreasing altitude. Therefore, the normalized 1135
distribution at ν≥1 shifts to higher values as the rel- 1136
ative population of the ν=0 level decreases with de- 1137
creasing altitude (Fig. 14). Our results demonstrate 1138
that even at 1000 km there are enough collisions to 1139
affect the W(ν=0) population. This conclusion is ev- 1140
Figure 15: Vibrational distribution of the triplet states at 1000
km. Here we present the density of each state/level relative to
the ground state (ν=0 level) density.
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Figure 16: Production and loss rates for the ground ion state. The solid black lines represent production by electron impact
excitation and the red asterisks excitation by photon absorption. The dashed lines present production or loss by radiative cascade,
and the blue colored lines designate the contribution in this cascade of the different states described in the plot (only for the
1000 km production panel). Green diamonds and orange squares represent the contribution of VV and VT ion collisions and the
cyan triangles for the ν=0 level for production, represent the contribution of quenching of higher electronic state ions. Chemical
quenching rates (i.e. reaction with CH4) are shown with red pluses and recombination rates with black asterisks.
ident when the distributions at 1000 and 1200 km are1141
compared. At even higher altitudes, the effect is min-1142
imal as demonstrated by the closer agreement of the1143
distributions between 1200 and 1400 km.1144
The other triplet states have a more simple be-1145
havior. For the B′-state radiative lifetimes are very1146
small, therefore collisional processes are ineffective for1147
all three altitude ranges. Direct excitation and ra-1148
diative transitions to the B-state dominate the rates1149
for all vibrational levels. For the C-state, levels with1150
ν≥5 are pre-dissociated, and for the lower levels di-1151
rect excitation dominates the production as the re-1152
sulting population of the higher lying E-state is too1153
small to have an important contribution through ra-1154
diative cascade. Vibrational redistribution within the1155
C-state levels, energy pooling from the A-state and1156
quenching to the ground state have small contribu-1157
tions for all vibrational levels. Similarly, for the E-1158
state levels that do not pre-dissociate (ν=0,1) direct1159
excitation and radiative cascade dominate the pro-1160
duction and loss rates, respectively. The only colli-1161
sional process considered for this state (quenching)1162
has a negligible role for the loss rates, and radia-1163
tive cascade from the C-state does not affect its pro-1164
duction. The same picture holds for the D(ν=0) 1165
level, which is the only vibrational level that does 1166
not pre-dissociate for this state. Thus, all these states 1167
(B′,C,D,E) are not affected by collisions in the pres- 1168
sure range under investigation. 1169
The dominance of radiative processes in the rates 1170
of these states implies that their vibrational distri- 1171
butions do not change with altitude, which is con- 1172
firmed by our calculations. Therefore we present in 1173
Fig. 15 the distributions at 1000 km altitude of the 1174
B′-, C-, D-, and E-states along with the distributions 1175
of the other triplet states discussed earlier, normal- 1176
ized to the total N2 density. In this way, the absolute 1177
abundance and the vibrational distribution of each 1178
state is clear. The shape of the B′-state distribu- 1179
tion is markedly different from the previous cases as 1180
the ν=0 level has a lower density than higher levels 1181
of this state. This characteristically non-Boltzmann 1182
distribution results from FC factors for direct excita- 1183
tion from the ground state that favor transitions to 1184
vibrational levels between ν=5 and ν=10 rather than 1185
adjacent levels. Similarly, the remaining triplet states 1186
have distributions that are defined by the FC factors 1187
for the direct excitation through electron impact. 1188
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3.2. Doublet states1189
The ground ion state, X 2Σ+g , is predominantly1190
produced through the radiative de-excitation of the1191
higher ion states at all vibrational levels, with the ex-1192
ception of the ν=0 level for which the FC factors from1193
the ground neutral state have significant values and1194
excitation by electron impact (solid line) and photons1195
(red asterisks) become important (Fig. 16). Among1196
the excited ion states, A 2Πu provides the major con-1197
tribution to the cascade, while the B 2Σ+u state has1198
a significant contribution only at low vibrational lev-1199
els. Quenching to the ground ion state also provides1200
an increasing contribution with decreasing altitude1201
to the population of the ν=0 level (cyan triangles1202
in Fig. 16). At 1000 km excitation by photons and1203
electrons have similar magnitudes, but at lower alti-1204
tudes photon population with the required energy is1205
strongly reduced and electron excitation remains the1206
only direct ionization process. Note also the sharp de-1207
crease in the rates with increasing vibrational levels1208
relative to the previous states discussed. In practice1209
only the low levels (ν≤5) have significant production1210
rates that eventually lead to significant populations,1211
as we will see below.1212
The loss rates for the X 2Σ+g state depend strongly1213
on the vibrational level considered. For all altitudes1214
the ν=0 level is primarily lost by chemical reaction1215
with CH4 that predominantly produces CH
+
3 or CH
+
2 ,1216
and by recombination leading to dissociation. For1217
Figure 17: Vibrational distribution of the ground ion state nor-
malized to the ν=0 level. The different colors correspond to dif-
ferent altitudes. The dotted lines are Boltzmann distributions
at the presented temperatures.
higher levels, loss is due to VV and VT collisions 1218
with the ground state population, while radiative de- 1219
excitation to the low levels of the A 2Πu state con- 1220
tributes only for ν≥5. At 1000 km the transition 1221
between the latter two processes occurs at ν=7, but 1222
as density increases at lower altitudes quenching be- 1223
comes progressively more efficient and the transition 1224
occurs at higher levels (Fig. 16). Chemical loss for 1225
the ν>0 vibrational levels follows the same altitude 1226
behavior as with the collisional rates with N2, and 1227
has a similar magnitude to the VT rates. 1228
The resulting vibrational distribution of the ground 1229
ion state demonstrates a rapid drop with increasing 1230
vibrational level, with a small shoulder for ν=1-4 1231
(Fig. 17). This feature is caused by the different loss 1232
processes affecting the vibrational levels. The chem- 1233
ical loss of the ν=0 level, which dominates the loss 1234
processes of this level, proceeds with a reaction rate 1235
that we assume is the same for all vibrational levels. 1236
For higher levels, where other loss processes have im- 1237
portant contributions increasing the total loss rate, a 1238
smaller vibrational population is required to balance 1239
the production rate. Therefore, the resulting density 1240
for ν=1 is significantly smaller than the density for 1241
ν=0. The small shoulder for ν = 1-4 occurs because 1242
of the corresponding behavior of the production rates 1243
of these vibrational levels, while the rapid drop of the 1244
production at higher levels causes the drop in the dis- 1245
tribution. 1246
For the other two ion states the picture is simpler. 1247
Excitation occurs predominantly due to direct ioniza- 1248
tion by photons and electrons with a similar altitude 1249
variation as for the ground ion state, while intra- 1250
system radiative transitions from the ground state 1251
have a negligible contribution to the total production 1252
of these states. Radiative cascade to the ground ion 1253
state dominates the loss rates, with quenching and re- 1254
combination providing minor contributions. Thus, al- 1255
though we assumed the same recombination rates for 1256
the excited ion states as for the ground ion state this 1257
assumption is not affecting our conclusions since the 1258
actual recombination rates should be even lower for 1259
the excited ions. As their production and loss rates 1260
are dominated by radiative processes, their distribu- 1261
tions do not vary with altitude. An overview for the 1262
density profiles of the doublet states and their vibra- 1263
tional distribution at 1000 km is provided in Fig. 18. 1264
The first excited ion state (A 2Πu) has a broad vi- 1265
brational distribution as all of its levels are signifi- 1266
cantly populated. On the contrary the second ion 1267
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Figure 18: Left: Density profiles of neutral singlet and ionic doublet states summed over their vibrational population. Right:
Vibrational distributions of singlet and doublet states at 1000 km altitude. All populations are normalized to the ground state
population.
Figure 19: Production and loss rates for the a 1Πg state at different vibrational levels and at three different altitudes in Titan’s
atmosphere. The relative contributions of different mechanisms are shown with black lines for direct excitation (solid line),
radiative de-excitation (dashed line), intersystem crossing collisions (squares), and quenching (triangles). The blue lines for the
loss rates at 1000 km show the contribution of different transitions to the radiative cascade. Loss rates for ν≥7 are zero due to
pre-dissociation of these levels.
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state (B 2Σ+u ) has a much more narrow distribution1268
as only for the lower levels the FC factors for direct1269
excitation from the the ground state have significant1270
values. Finally, due to the higher photon and elec-1271
tron energies required for the excitation of the B 2Σ+u1272
state, its overall population is significantly smaller1273
than the population of the A 2Πu state.1274
3.3. Singlet states1275
An overview of the density and distribution of the1276
first three singlet states (a, a′, and w) is provided1277
in Fig. 18. Our calculations show that these singlet1278
states have the highest density, since the population1279
of the other singlet states is strongly reduced by pre-1280
dissociation.1281
The first three singlet states demonstrate a rather1282
collisionless behavior in the altitude range of interest.1283
At 1000 km the a-state is mainly produced by direct1284
excitation, while transitions from the a′- and w-states1285
dominate the radiative cascade (Fig. 19). The ratio1286
between these two terms remains roughly the same1287
at lower altitudes and the total production is only1288
affected by collisions (inter-system crossing), close to1289
600 km and at low vibrational levels from coupling1290
to the a′- and w-states. Similarly, the loss rates for1291
the a-state are dominated by the radiative cascade1292
(primarily to the ground state, generating the LBH1293
emission) and collisions are unimportant down to 6001294
km. As a result, the vibrational distribution of the a-1295
state does not change significantly with altitude and1296
follows a monotonic decrease for ν>3 (note that lev-1297
els with ν≥7 pre-dissociate). The local maximum in1298
the distribution at ν=3 results from the preferential1299
population of levels around this value from direct ex-1300
citation (see Fig. 19).1301
A similar picture applies to the a′-state case, but1302
we note the differential role that radiative cascade1303
has on the loss rate of the different vibrational levels:1304
only the first 3 levels of a′-state are efficiently lost to1305
the ground state, while all higher levels de-excite to1306
the a-state (Fig. 20). The same effect holds for the1307
radiative de-excitation of the w-state, where only the1308
first two levels of this state efficiently de-excite to the1309
ground state, and all higher levels proceed predomi-1310
nantly to the a-state (not shown). The reason for the1311
preferential transition to different states, depending1312
on the vibrational levels, is the variable overlap of the1313
wavefunctions for different levels that results in differ-1314
ent FC factors. For small vibrational levels of the a′-1315
and w-states, the overlap with the ground state lev-1316
els is large but rapidly decreases with increasing ν. 1317
On the contrary, the coupling with the a-state levels 1318
is small for small ν levels of the a′- and w-states and 1319
increases for larger vibrational levels. Thus, although 1320
the a′- and w-states emit in the IR, much of their en- 1321
ergy is diffused to the a-state, in this way enhancing 1322
the LBH emission at UV wavelengths. 1323
Collisions for both a′- and w-states have a small 1324
effect above 600 km. The low temperature conditions 1325
in Titan’s atmosphere make the collisional processes 1326
among these states inefficient, contrary to what is 1327
observed in Earth’s atmosphere (Eastes and Denta- 1328
maro, 1996). Therefore, the vibrational distributions 1329
at 1000 km (see Fig. 18) are similar in the whole simu- 1330
lated atmosphere. Both states have a similar distribu- 1331
tion at high vibrational levels, but diverge for ν<10. 1332
This difference is induced by the different FC factors 1333
of the two states during direct excitation from the 1334
ground state, with the a′-state having high popula- 1335
tion close to ν=1 and the w-state population peaking 1336
close to ν=5. 1337
The other singlet states we consider in our study 1338
(b, b′, c3, o3, c
′
4, e, e
′) are strongly pre-dissociated. 1339
These states can be directly excited by photons, as 1340
well as by photoelectrons, and our calculations demon- 1341
strate that both energy sources are important for 1342
their overall population (Fig. 21). Due to the struc- 1343
Figure 20: Same as for Fig. 19 but for the loss rates of the
a′-state.
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Figure 22: Left: Density profiles of the higher energy singlet states (b, b′, c3, c
′
4, e, e
′, and o3) summed over their vibrational
population. Right: Vibrational distributions of these states at 1000 km altitude. All populations are normalized to the ground
state population.
Figure 21: Comparison between production rates by photons
(solid lines) and photoelectrons (dashed lines) for the singlet
states: b (black), b′(red), c3 (green), o3 (dark green), c
′
4(blue),
e (cyan) and e′ (orange). Each line corresponds to excitation
of all vibrational levels of each state that do not completely
pre-dissociate.
ture of the absorption cross section between 80 and1344
100 nm, photons can penetrate deep into Titan’s ther-1345
mosphere and deposit their energy close to 900 km 1346
(Lavvas et al., 2011). This picture is reproduced here 1347
for the individual excitation profile of each singlet 1348
state, although the vertical structure and magnitude 1349
for each state reflects the relative cross section mag- 1350
nitude and spectral distribution of each case, con- 1351
voluted with the solar spectrum. The correspond- 1352
ing production rates by photoelectrons peak close to 1353
1050 km, as at this altitude most of the ionizing UV 1354
radiation generating the primary photoelectrons is 1355
deposited, followed by a secondary production peak 1356
close to 800 km due to the deeper penetration of 1357
X-rays (Lavvas et al., 2011). The relative contri- 1358
bution of each energy source varies with each state: 1359
for the b′- and e′-states photons and photoelectrons 1360
have comparable contributions, while for the other 1361
singlet states photoelectron excitation dominates for 1362
altitudes below ∼1200 km. At higher altitudes pho- 1363
tons provide the major contribution for all states, 1364
hence the use of the LED approximation for the elec- 1365
trons does not affect significantly the accuracy of our 1366
calculations for these singlet states. 1367
Population loss of excited singlet states is domi- 1368
nated by radiative de-excitation. Their relatively low 1369
(compared to the other states) excitation rate, com- 1370
bined with fast de-excitation and strong pre-disso- 1371
ciation, results in these states having the lowest den- 1372
sities among the simulated states (Fig. 22). Never- 1373
theless, emission from these states makes the highest 1374
contribution to Titan’s EUV airglow (Ajello et al., 1375
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Figure 23: Production and loss processes for the ground state vibrational population at three different characteristic altitudes
in Titan’s atmosphere. Black lines show production rates by direct electron excitation (solid) and radiative cascade from higher
laying states (dashed). Rates for energy pooling reactions that generate ground state molecules are very small and are not shown.
The black asterisks represent the VV rates, while the VT rates are many orders of magnitude smaller and not shown. The red
crosses show the rates for reaction with CH4. The black squares represent the rates for the inter/intra system collision processes
and the green diamonds the contribution from the VV and VT rates from collisions with the ion ground state. The cyan triangle
represents the rate for quenching to the ground level from all other states.
2008; Stevens et al., 2011; Heays et al., 2014).1376
3.4. The ground state1377
The ground state population is affected by all the1378
other states, thus we discuss it here separately. First1379
we should note that for the ground state two types1380
of processes are at play: on the one hand there are1381
the production and loss rates that transfer molecules1382
to/from the ground state from/to other electronic1383
states, and on the other hand there are the processes1384
that redistribute the vibrational population within1385
the ground state. A similar distinction can be made1386
for a few of the other states as we saw earlier (e.g.1387
for the A-state and the ground ion state), but for the1388
case of the neutral ground state these two different1389
mechanisms have significantly different efficiencies.1390
The vibrational population of the N2 ground state1391
is produced by direct electron impact excitation, and1392
by cascade from higher lying states (Fig. 23). The1393
major cascade contribution happens for vibrational1394
levels v>7, while for lower vibrational levels direct ex-1395
citation has a predominant contribution (except for1396
ν=0). All other collisional processes of higher en-1397
ergy states that result in production of ground state1398
molecules have a minor role in the overall production 1399
rates. On the other hand, among the redistribution 1400
processes the VV collisions are far more efficient than 1401
all other processes and dominate the total produc- 1402
tion rate at 1000 km. The VV rates depend quadrat- 1403
ically on the vibrational population, thus they de- 1404
crease rapidly with decreasing altitude as the over- 1405
all population of the excited vibrational levels of the 1406
ground state decreases (see below and Fig. 24). At 1407
the same time the increasing total density with lower 1408
altitudes enhances the chemical quenching of the vi- 1409
brational levels by CH4, which dominates for ν>12 1410
over the VV rates. The same description applies for 1411
the loss rates too, with the VV rates dominating the 1412
redistribution of the vibrational levels at high alti- 1413
tudes, and the chemical reaction with CH4 increasing 1414
its efficiency with decreasing altitude. Finally, due to 1415
the lower temperature conditions, the VT rates are 1416
more than four orders of magnitude weaker than the 1417
corresponding VV rate for each level, thus they do not 1418
affect the vibrational distribution of the ground state. 1419
Note that, for the loss processes, the electron impact 1420
loss and radiative cascade also effectively redistribute 1421
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Figure 24: Overview for the vibrational distribution and density of the ground state levels. Left: Vibrational distribution of the
ground state population at different altitudes (blue lines and numbers). The black crosses represent the anticipated Boltzmann
distributions at different temperatures (black numbers). The orange and red lines represent the sensitivity of the 800 and 1000
km distributions on the vibrational energy exchange rate with methane for kCH4 = 10
−13 cm3s−1 (orange) and kCH4 = 10
−15
cm3s−1 (red) relative to the nominal case used (kCH4 = 10
−14 cm3s−1 for the blue lines). Right: Density profiles for the ν=0, 1,
and ν >1 vibrational levels for the nominal case compared with the total N2 (blue) and CH4 (red) density profiles. The thin gray
lines represent the same results, but in the case that diffusion is not included in the calculations.
the vibrational population within the ground state for1422
levels above the ground level. Thus, we see that al-1423
though the vibrational population of the ground state1424
depends on the rate of cascade from higher states,1425
the actual shape of the vibrational distribution will1426
be dominated by the far more efficient VV rates at1427
high altitudes and the energy transfer to methane at1428
lower altitudes.1429
Our resulting vibrational distributions reflect these1430
processes (Fig. 24). At high altitudes (∼1200 km)1431
the VV transitions dominate and the distribution is1432
monotonically decreasing with increasing level. As1433
we move deeper, the efficiency of the VV collisions1434
decreases while the reaction with methane becomes1435
progressively more important. Thus, a local mini-1436
mum appears in the distributions that separates the1437
local production by direct excitation (low ν) from the1438
production by cascade of higher states (high ν). Fi-1439
nally, the total population of excited levels decreases1440
rapidly below 900 km as reaction with CH4 efficiently1441
de-excites all levels.1442
It is also important to demonstrate the role of1443
diffusion in the vertical profiles of the different lev-1444
els. If diffusion is not included in the calculations,1445
the peak densities for the different levels are above1446
1100 km and the slope of the profiles is not consis-1447
tent with the total density slope (Fig. 24). Diffusion1448
redistributes all molecules, lowering the peak density1449
altitude and providing a slope above the peak that is 1450
consistent with the observed atmospheric density. 1451
We turn our attention now to the reaction rate for 1452
the vibrational energy exchange between N2 and CH4, 1453
which as we saw has an important role in the resulting 1454
vibrational population. So far we assumed that this 1455
reaction rate is the same and equal to kCH4=10
−14
1456
cm3s−1 for all vibrational levels of the ground state. 1457
Figure 25: Sensitivity of the model ground state vibrational dis-
tribution to the reaction rate with methane. Each line presents
the density ratio of a sensitivity test to the nominal density.
The solid lines present results for 1000 km and the dashed lines
for 800 km altitude. The black and gray lines correspond to a
10× slower and faster than the nominal rates, respectively.
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This value is an estimate from a similar reaction of vi-1458
brational energy transfer between CO(ν=1) and CH41459
at room temperature (Stephenson and Mosburg, 1974).1460
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the model re-1461
sults to different reaction rates, we also performed1462
calculations assuming 10 times faster and slower en-1463
ergy transfer rates (Fig. 24). The results of this test1464
demonstrate that the variation in the rate predomi-1465
nantly affects the levels with ν≤2 and ν>10, leading1466
to a reduction of the population of excited molecules1467
with increasing rate. For the X(ν=1) level the nomi-1468
nal abundance of 1.3×108 cm−3 at 1000 km is reduced1469
to 2.3×107 cm−3 for the faster rate and is increased to1470
2.7×108 cm−3 for the reduced rate (Fig. 25). These1471
changes depend strongly on the vibrational level con-1472
sidered and they magnify as we move deeper in the1473
atmosphere, since the role of methane becomes more1474
significant there. In reality, the reaction rate could1475
change for each vibrational level as it is observed1476
for other cases such as the reaction N2(ν) + SiH41477
(Piper, 2002). Given the lack of any information for1478
the reaction with methane our sensitivity test should1479
bracket the total range of rate values anticipated for1480
the different levels. As we will demonstrate below,1481
the Cassini observations can help us put further con-1482
straints on the magnitude of the rate.1483
Notwithstanding the current limitations in our1484
understanding of the vibrational energy exchange be-1485
tween N2 and methane (and possibly other species1486
as we discuss below), we note that this process does1487
not significantly modify our results above 1000 km1488
altitude. Thus, we can conclude that a significant1489
population of vibrationally excited molecules survives1490
in Titan’s upper atmosphere. Our results demon-1491
strate that at 1000 km, the density of the ν=1 level1492
is comparable to the density of methane, while the1493
total density of all higher levels is ∼30 times lower1494
(Fig. 24). For comparison the anticipated popula-1495
tions of these levels under thermal conditions would1496
be more than 8 and 16 orders of magnitude lower,1497
respectively. Such a high population of hot molecules1498
can have significant implications in the atmospheric1499
processes, which we discuss further in Sections 4-7.1500
4. Local emissions1501
Photons emitted during the de-excitation of the1502
different N2 states have wavelengths that cover a large1503
part of the spectrum, from the UV to the near IR.1504
These emissions are local, and depending on their1505
wavelength, they will be attenuated by the atmo- 1506
sphere to different degrees. Here we discuss the rel- 1507
ative contribution of the different states to the to- 1508
tal local emission and how this contribution changes 1509
with altitude. Emissions in the EUV can result in 1510
re-excitation of the ground state (optically thick emis- 1511
sions), further complicating the resulting emission spec-1512
trum outside the atmosphere. This issue is discussed 1513
in Section 5. Higher energy N2 states that completely 1514
dissociate into nitrogen fragments can also contribute 1515
to the airglow when their fragments are produced 1516
in excited states. This is particularly important for 1517
the N+2 H state that dissociates into excited atoms 1518
and ions whose emission contributes to the EUV and 1519
FUV radiation observed from Titan’s upper atmo- 1520
sphere (Strobel et al., 1991; Bishop and Feldman, 1521
2003; Stevens et al., 2011). 1522
If we add all the photons emitted from each band 1523
we can compare the relative strength of emission from 1524
each electronic state (Fig. 26). Among the singlet 1525
states the strongest emission is from the LBH band 1526
(a→X) followed by emissions from the Carroll-Yoshino 1527
(c′4→X) and the (w→X) bands. From the higher en- 1528
ergy singlet states the strongest emissions occur from 1529
the de-excitation of the b- and b′-states, although 1530
these emissions are almost 100 times smaller than the 1531
emission from the LBH band. For the ion states, the 1532
major emission from the Meinel band (A+→X+) is 1533
one of the strongest emissions in the atmosphere, fol- 1534
lowed by the 1st negative system (B+→X+), while 1535
the intersystem crossing from the ground ion state 1536
to the first excited ion state (X+→A+) has a minor 1537
contribution. Emission from triplet states is dom- 1538
inated by the Vegard-Kaplan (A→X) and 1st posi- 1539
tive (B→A) bands. These emissions are roughly 10 1540
times larger than the LBH and Meinel band emis- 1541
sions, and thus make the major contribution over the 1542
whole spectrum in terms of photons. Our emissions 1543
for the LBH and VK bands are consistent with those 1544
calculated by Stevens et al. (2011), although the ab- 1545
solute magnitudes are different due to differences in 1546
the insolation and atmospheric structure assumed in 1547
the two studies. 1548
The spectral distribution, i.e. the energy con- 1549
tent of each emitting band, changes depending on 1550
the state type. Since the dominant emissions from the 1551
singlet states occur in transitions to the ground state, 1552
their photon energy falls in the UV part of the spec- 1553
trum (see Figs. 27 & 28). In addition, since the energy 1554
levels of the high singlets are very close, their pho- 1555
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Figure 26: Local emission profiles from the major bands of the different electronic states we consider in our calculations. The red
line represents the cumulative emission rate from all states.
Figure 27: Local emission spectrum in the EUV from excited N2 states at 1000 km altitude. The top panel presents the cumulative
spectrum and the lower panels present the contributions of the different bands. In this part of the spectrum only singlet states
emit. Some of these emissions are optically thick and the resulting spectrum of emitted radiation out of the atmosphere can be
significantly modified, particularly for the CY emissions (see Section 5).
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Figure 28: Local emission spectrum between 120 and 1000 nm, from excited N2 states at 1000 km altitude. The top panel presents
the cumulative spectrum and the lower panels present the contributions of the different bands.
tons overlap at similar spectral bands. However, their1556
strong level interactions and pre-dissociation lead to1557
a relatively sparse EUV spectrum (Fig. 27), contrary1558
to the typical band structures observed for the lower1559
energy singlet states (a, a′, w) that emit in the FUV.1560
From the triplet states only the A-state can emit to1561
the ground state leading to a band that extends from1562
the FUV and over the whole visible range (Fig. 28),1563
while the energy of all other triplet states has to step-1564
wise diffuse among themselves before reaching the A-1565
state. As a result, emissions from all other triplet1566
states cover a large part of the spectrum from the visi-1567
ble to the near IR (Fig. 29) depending on the involved1568
energy levels of each transition (see Fig. 1). A similar1569
picture applies for the doublet states as well, with the1570
Meinel band spreading over part of the visible and the1571
near IR, and the 1st negative band having its major1572
contribution close to 400 nm. Most of the long wave-1573
length airglow would be difficult to separate from the1574
thermal emission of Titan’s atmosphere (depending 1575
on the observation geometry). Emissions though at 1576
visible and shorter wavelengths should be observable. 1577
Cassini UVIS observations extend up to ∼190 nm and 1578
have observed the main bands at shorter wavelengths 1579
(Ajello et al., 2007, 2008; Stevens et al., 2011; Ajello 1580
et al., 2012; Heays et al., 2014), while broad band 1581
observations by Cassini/ISS during eclipse have veri- 1582
fied the visible emissions induced by excitation from 1583
magnetospheric particles (West et al., 2012; Lavvas 1584
et al., 2014). In the future, high resolution obser- 1585
vations of good signal to noise ratio should be able 1586
to discriminate the contribution of the higher energy 1587
singlet states in the EUV spectrum, while observa- 1588
tions at visible wavelengths could identify the dom- 1589
inant emissions from the transitions of the B and C 1590
triplet states, and the A and B doublet states. 1591
The profiles of photon emission reflect the state 1592
production rates defined by the photon and photo- 1593
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Figure 29: Local emission spectrum in the near IR, from excited N2 states at 1000 km altitude. The top panel presents the
cumulative spectrum and the lower panels present the contributions of the different bands.
electron excitation rates. As collisions become im-1594
portant for some of the states with decreasing al-1595
titude, however, the emitted spectra change due to1596
modifications in the vibrational distributions. Thus,1597
spectrally resolved observations for the contribution1598
of different vibrational levels in the emission can yield1599
information about the atmospheric density. A char-1600
acteristic example is the VK band emission that is1601
partially observed by Cassini/UVIS. The A-state, as1602
we saw earlier, is strongly affected by collisional pro-1603
cesses (see Fig. 9), while the a-state of the close-by1604
LBH emission is not. Thus, the relative emission1605
within the LBH system does not change with alti-1606
tude, while the VK emission within the system is1607
strongly dependent on the choice of vibrational levels1608
observed (Fig. 30). As both states are excited only by1609
photo-electrons, the relative emission in these bands1610
depends on the atmospheric N2 density, but also on1611
the methane content that will partially absorb pho-1612
tons with energy below ∼155 nm. Thus it is possible 1613
to retrieve information for both methane and nitrogen 1614
from these observations provided there is a high signal 1615
to noise ratio (Stevens et al., 2011, 2015). Emission 1616
from other states that are affected by collisions, such 1617
as the W- and the a′-states, should have a similar 1618
behavior. Nevertheless they would be difficult to ob- 1619
serve; the a′-state is affected by collisions only deep 1620
in the atmosphere close to 600 km, where local emis- 1621
sions close to 200 nm would be significantly attenu- 1622
ated by the atmosphere (mainly by hydrocarbons), 1623
while the weak emission from the W(ν=0)-state that 1624
is significantly affected by collisions provides photons 1625
in the IR (λ(0,0)=136µm), which would be difficult 1626
to separate from the thermal background. Thus, the 1627
UV observations are optimal for the retrieval of the 1628
atmospheric densities. 1629
In terms of energy output our calculations show 1630
that the overall energy emission rate of the triplet 1631
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Figure 30: Left: Local emission rates from the LBH (blue) and VK (black) bands at 1000 km altitude. The numbers indicate the
vibrational levels of the transition in the form (ν′,ν′′), where ν′ is the vibrational level of the initial state and ν′′ the vibrational
level of the final state. Right: Ratio of emission rates among the VK and LBH bands. The LBH emission ratios are not affected
significantly by collisions (blue line), contrary to the VK emission ratios between different vibrational levels (red lines). Thus, the
observed variation of intensity of the VK lines can provide information on the atmospheric density as well as the ratios of emission
between the two bands. All ratios are normalized to their value at 1000 km.
states dominates over the doublet and singlet, due to1632
the larger population of the former relative to the lat-1633
ter (Fig. 31). Despite their smaller densities, the high1634
energy of their emitted photons puts the singlet states1635
in the second place of energy emission. The doublet1636
states are third in emitted energy which, however, be-1637
comes comparable to that of the singlet states in the1638
lower atmosphere. We discuss the energetic aspects1639
of our calculations in Section 6.1640
Figure 31: Energy emission rates from singlet (solid), doublet
(dashed), and triplet (dash-dotted) states, and the cumulative
rate (red).
5. Resonant scattering 1641
For the high energy singlet states resonant scat- 1642
tering is an important complication, which, however, 1643
provides us an opportunity to demonstrate the impli- 1644
cations of the ground state vibrational distribution. 1645
In a nutshell, photons emitted during radiative de- 1646
excitation of the singlet states to the ground state 1647
levels can be absorbed by N2 resulting in re-excitation 1648
of the singlet states. During this process, energy is 1649
gradually lost due to the pre-dissociation of the sin- 1650
glet states, due to absorption of emitted photons by 1651
methane, and also due to absorption by vibrationally 1652
excited N2. In the latter case, the nitrogen molecules 1653
are excited to different states, which depending on 1654
the case of each state can completely pre-dissociate, 1655
thereby eliminating any further scattering. For exam- 1656
ple, the CY(0,1) emission overlaps with the BH(2,0) 1657
band that completely pre-dissociates, while emissions 1658
to higher vibrational levels correspond to wavelengths 1659
beyond the N2 photo-dissociation limit and can only 1660
be absorbed by CH4, and other minor hydrocarbons 1661
(Stevens et al., 1994; Stevens, 2001). 1662
In their recent analysis of EUV airglow, Stevens 1663
et al. (2011) found that although the inclusion of 1664
resonant scattering significantly improved the model- 1665
data comparison, their simulated peak emission for 1666
the CY(0,1) was larger by a factor of 2-5. More- 1667
over the observed altitude profiles of both CY(0,1) 1668
and CY(0,2) emissions (that depend on the atmo- 1669
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spheric density profile) peak at an altitude that is1670
more than 100 km below the anticipated emission1671
peak. In their study, they assumed a thermal popu-1672
lation for the vibrational distribution of the ground1673
state. A higher population for the excited X(ν) lev-1674
els, as we find in our study, can reduce the emissions1675
because more photons are absorbed by the ν>0 lev-1676
els that leads to excitation of N2 to states that com-1677
pletely pre-dissociate. Hence, we explore here the1678
impact of this mechanism on the c′4(ν = 0) emission.1679
Resonant scattering effects for the other singlet state1680
will be discussed in a future study focusing on the1681
application of the model to specific flyby conditions1682
and observations.1683
Stevens et al. (1994) were the first to demon-1684
strate that the emissions of the CY(0,0) and CY(0,1)1685
bands from N2 rich atmospheres are affected by reso-1686
nant scattering and provide a detailed method for its1687
simulation. We follow closely their approach here.1688
In this procedure, multiple scattering of the reso-1689
nant photons is taken into account by a sequence of1690
single scattering steps, during which a detailed ac-1691
count of pre-dissociation, absorption, and emission1692
for each band is considered. We use in our calcula-1693
tions cross sections for absorption and emission, and1694
pre-dissociation yields calculated with the CSE model1695
(see Section 2), which allow us to evaluate the role of1696
resonant scattering for transitions to all ground state1697
vibrational levels. In the example presented below we1698
assume a temperature of 150 K, and we also assume1699
that the rotational population of each state/level is1700
characterized by this temperature, therefore the spec-1701
tral distribution of emitted photons is the same dur-1702
ing each scattering event.1703
Our calculations start with the excitation rate of1704
the c′4(ν = 0) level based on the results presented1705
above, and follow the fraction of the excitation that1706
results in emission (fdis=0.133, see Table 1) after each1707
scattering. Depending on the atmospheric opacity at1708
each altitude, photons can be absorbed at a differ-1709
ent location than their emission origin, and also es-1710
cape to space. Our results show that above 900 km1711
pre-dissociation of the c′4(ν = 0) state dominates1712
among the loss mechanisms that limit the resonant1713
scattering, while at lower altitudes the losses are dom-1714
inated by absorption from methane and absorption1715
by vibrationally excited nitrogen that leads to pre-1716
dissociation (Figure 32). The ν >1 ground state lev-1717
els also enhance significantly the loss by photon es-1718
cape to space, since photons emitted to these levels1719
are not attenuated by nitrogen. 1720
The increase in the loss rates due to the ν > 0 1721
levels translates to a lower number of scatterings re- 1722
quired to reach a specific level of reduction in the ex- 1723
citation after each scattering. In our calculations we 1724
apply 30 scattering iterations, which at the end of this 1725
process and when all ground state vibrational levels 1726
are considered, result in a column excitation rate that 1727
Figure 32: TOP: Rates for different processes affecting the res-
onant scattering in the CY(0,ν) bands. The blue line represents
the original excitation by photons and photoelectrons and the
red, dashed line, the loss of photons due to pre-dissociation of
the c′4(ν=0) level. The black, dashed line represents absorption
by N2 X(ν=1) that leads to pre-dissociation through the over-
lapping BH(2,0) band, and the dash-dotted line represents ab-
sorption by CH4 in all emitting bands. The dash-triple-dotted
line represents local loss of photons to space. The thin lines
represent the same physical parameters but due to emission to
the X(ν=0) level only, demonstrating the contribution of the
higher levels for each case. The presented results correspond to
only 1 scattering event. BOTTOM: Column excitation rate of
c′4(ν=0) during each scattering. The different lines represent
the column rates when a different number of ground state levels
is considered.
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Figure 33: Limb radiances for the CY(0,0), CY(0,1), and CY(0,2) transitions and the altitude profile of CY(0,1)/CY(0,2). Each
panel presents the calculated emissions in spherical geometry, assuming different N2 state vibrational distributions: solid lines
correspond to a Boltzmann distribution at 150 K, while the broken lines correspond to the ground state vibrational distributions
calculated with our model for the three different values of the vibrational energy transfer rate assumed between N2 and CH4 (Sec.
3.4). Their differences demonstrate the importance of the ground state population on the observable emissions. The error bar on
the CY(0,1)/CY(0,2) plot is taken from Stevens et al. (2011) based on Cassini/UVIS observations of Titan’s airglow. Note that
the atmospheric density profiles assumed here and in the latter study are different. The hot N2 population decreases the simulated
CY(0,1)/CY(0,2) ratio at the peak emission altitude to values that are more consistent with the observations.
is ∼20 times smaller than the original excitation rate1728
(Fig. 32). A significantly larger number of scattering1729
events would be required to reach the same level of1730
reduction in the final excitation, if fewer X(ν) vibra-1731
tional levels were considered. For example, if only1732
the ν = 0 level was able to contribute to this process,1733
the column excitation rate after the same number of1734
scatterings would be only ∼7 times smaller than the1735
original. In addition, our calculations show that the1736
ground state vibrational levels up to ν = 10 can make1737
an important contribution to the resonant scatter-1738
ing, while higher levels have a minor effect (Fig. 32).1739
This dependence results from the decreasing emission1740
rates for the c′4(0)→X(ν) transitions with increasing1741
ground state level. 1742
In order to evaluate the role of the vibrational dis- 1743
tribution of the ground state on the observed emis- 1744
sions from Titan’s atmosphere, we need to compare 1745
the calculated limb emissions under different assump- 1746
tions for the ground state population (Fig. 33). For 1747
this comparison we use four different scenarios: a case 1748
of thermal (Boltzmann) population with a tempera- 1749
ture of 150 K, and the three vibrational distributions 1750
we calculate under the different scenarios of the N2- 1751
CH4 vibrational energy exchange rate (see above). 1752
The limb emission calculation is done in spherical ge- 1753
ometry, taking into account attenuation by N2 and 1754
CH4. 1755
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Our results demonstrate that an increasing vibra-1756
tional population of the ground state has a clear and1757
observable influence on the anticipated emissions. For1758
the CY(0,0) band, the increasing population of the1759
ground state increases the observed emission because1760
the overall excitation of the c′4(0) level is enhanced1761
by contributions from the X(ν >0) levels. The ratio1762
of the peak emission at 1100 km between the three1763
vibrational populations calculated and the thermal1764
case ranges between 1.3 and 1.5 for the low and high1765
rate of vibrational energy exchange with methane,1766
respectively. This is a relatively small increase and1767
the resulting emissions are still consistent with the1768
non-detection limit of this band from the UVIS ob-1769
servations.1770
For the CY(0,1) and CY(0,2) emissions the en-1771
hanced excitation due to the hot-N2 population also1772
increases the resulting emission out of the atmosphere1773
at all altitudes. However, for the CY(0,1) emission1774
the overlap of the emitted photons with the BH(2,0)1775
band results in a further reduction of the photons1776
escaping out of the atmosphere. This process is en-1777
hanced due to multiple scattering, which has its maxi-1778
mum effect at the region where the hot N2 population1779
is higher, i.e. close to 1000 km (Fig. 24). Thus, the1780
CY(0,1) peak limb emission is reduced by factors be-1781
tween 2 and 1.3 for the three calculated distributions1782
relative to the emission assuming a thermal distri-1783
bution, while at other altitudes the net effect is an1784
increase in the emitted radiation. On the contrary1785
the CY(0,2) emission is increased at all altitudes and1786
the peak emission is enhanced by up to 20% for the1787
low reaction rate with methane. As a result the ra-1788
tio of the two emissions does not have a monotonic1789
behavior, and the overall effect of the hot vibrational1790
population brings the simulated CY(0,1)/CY(0,2) ra-1791
tio (Fig. 33) close to the observations from Cassini1792
UVIS (Stevens et al., 2011).1793
The excited N2 vibrational distribution also mod-1794
ifies the peak emission altitudes for these bands. Due1795
to the increased pre-dissociation through the BH(2,0)1796
transition and the higher population of hot molecules1797
close to 1000 km relative to the lower altitudes, the1798
peak emission altitude of the CY(0,1) emission is re-1799
duced compared to the thermal population case. On1800
the contrary, as photons from the CY(0,2) band are1801
lost only due to methane absorption, multiple scatter-1802
ing at a given altitude increases the total loss due to1803
methane and so the peak of emission shifts to higher1804
altitudes with increasing X(ν=2) population. For the1805
CY(0,1) band the emission peak altitude is lowered 1806
by up to 20 km relative to the peak altitude for the 1807
thermal case, while for the CY(0,2) emission the peak 1808
emission altitude increases by 10 km. Thus, the ex- 1809
cited ground state population tends to bring the peak 1810
emission altitudes for these two bands closer together. 1811
1812
These variations in the observable emissions for 1813
the CY bands demonstrate that the inclusion of the 1814
non-thermal vibrational distribution of the ground 1815
state, as calculated by our model, brings the simu- 1816
lated airglow results into better agreement with the 1817
Cassini observations with regard to the magnitude of 1818
the CY(0,1) emission and its ratio with the CY(0,2) 1819
emission (Stevens et al., 2011). At this point we 1820
should note that the absolute values of the limb radi- 1821
ances and peak altitudes we calculate, although con- 1822
sistent, should not be directly compared with the 1823
Stevens et al. (2011) observations as they do not re- 1824
flect the specific flyby conditions (geometry and solar 1825
influx) and atmospheric properties (density profile) 1826
during that time. Our purpose here is only to demon- 1827
strate that the high vibrational population of the N2 1828
ground state we calculate is supported by the air- 1829
glow observations. Finally, we note that among the 1830
different vibrational energy exchange cases we con- 1831
sider with methane, the low rate cases (kCH4=10
−15- 1832
10−14 cm3s−1) provide results that are more consis- 1833
tent with the observations relative to the high rate 1834
case that tends to generate vibrational populations 1835
that are closer to the Boltzmann distribution. 1836
6. Heating efficiency & energy transfer 1837
As the role of collisions in de-exciting or trans- 1838
forming one excited state to another gradually in- 1839
creases with decreasing altitude, the rate at which 1840
photon energy is transformed to thermal energy in- 1841
creases as well. This process of energy transfer is crit- 1842
ical for the thermal structure evaluation in the upper 1843
atmosphere and we discuss in this section the results 1844
of our study regarding this parameter. 1845
An evaluation of the overall heating efficiency from 1846
N2 states needs to consider the rate at which the en- 1847
ergy exchange during each collision is transformed to 1848
heat. From the description of the production and loss 1849
rates of each state we saw that only three neutral and 1850
electronically excited states are significantly affected 1851
by collisions, the A, W, and a′. Each state/level has 1852
a different dependence on the collisional processes, 1853
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therefore the overall heating efficiency of each state1854
depends on its vibrational population (Fig. 34).1855
For the A-state, the effect of collisions gradually1856
increases with vibrational level for ν=0-7 due to the1857
vibrational redistribution process within this state1858
and decreases at higher levels (see Fig. 9). Neverthe-1859
less, due to the decreasing population with increasing1860
level (see Fig. 10) the low vibrational levels dominate1861
the overall heating efficiency and result in a weak en-1862
ergy transfer to the atmosphere that accounts for, at1863
maximum, ∼15% of the total loss rate close to 600 km1864
and a monotonic decrease of the heating efficiency to-1865
wards higher altitudes (Fig. 34).1866
On the contrary, the W-state presents a non-mo-1867
notonic altitude behavior that results from the sig-1868
nificantly longer radiative lifetime of the ν=0 level1869
relative to the higher levels. The rapid radiative cas-1870
cade of the higher levels to lower states provides small1871
heating efficiencies, while the ν=0 level survives long1872
enough in the atmosphere to be affected by collisions1873
at high altitudes. Therefore the overall heating effi-1874
ciency for this state remains high as long as the popu-1875
lation of the W(ν=0) level dominates the vibrational1876
population (Fig. 34). As we move to altitudes below1877
800 km the vibrational distribution of the state be-1878
comes more homogeneous (see Fig. 14) and the con-1879
tribution of the higher levels in the heating efficiency1880
average increases, resulting in a decrease of the over-1881
all efficiency from ∼80% close to ∼900 km to 60% at1882
600 km (Fig. 34).1883
For the a′-state collisions become important only1884
deep in the atmosphere, below 750 km, and are most1885
efficient for levels ν=2 and ν=3 (see Fig. 20), which1886
also have a significant population in the vibrational1887
distribution. Nevertheless, the collisional processes1888
for this state are always significantly weaker than its1889
radiative cascade, leading to an overall heating effi-1890
ciency of ∼10% at 600 km (Fig. 34).1891
The loss rates for the ground neutral and ground1892
ion states are dominated by collisional processes, al-1893
though not all energy in these processes is transferred1894
to the atmosphere, as we discuss below. All other1895
states are not significantly affected by collisions above1896
600 km, thus their heating efficiency is practically1897
zero. As we move even deeper in the atmosphere col-1898
lisions eventually dominate for all states, but at these1899
altitudes the density of the excited states is extremely1900
small.1901
Although we estimated the heating efficiency as1902
the ratio of the collisional to total loss rates we need1903
Figure 34: Variation with altitude of the heating efficiency for
the A-, W-, and a′-states. We calculate the heating efficiency
as the ratio of collisional loss to the total loss for each vibra-
tional level at each altitude. The dashed lines represent the
level specific heating efficiency and the red, thick lines, the
average efficiency calculated from the vibrational distributions
presented in Section 3. Small numbers designate some of the
vibrational levels shown.
to be cautious as not all of the energy exchange during 1904
a collision results in atmospheric heating (i.e. trans- 1905
fer of energy to the translational degrees of freedom). 1906
Part of the energy of the reactants is transformed into 1907
internal energy of the products, and the energy dif- 1908
ference between the two is the actual energy leading 1909
to heating (or cooling) of the atmosphere. One way 1910
to evaluate the overall heating efficiency is by calcu- 1911
lating the rate at which energy is transformed into 1912
different types of energy. The total energy input in 1913
the system of the N2 states is equal to: 1914
dE
dt
∣∣∣∣
input
=
∑
s,l
(1− f s,ldis)P hν,es,l (Efs,l − Ei), (6) 1915
where P hν,e is the production rate of each state/level 1916
from photons and photoelectrons, and the last paren- 1917
thesis is the energy difference between the final and 1918
initial states. Note that since we consider only the 1919
energy balance of the N2 system we multiply every 1920
state/level contribution with its excitation yield (1− 1921
f s,ldis). From this initial energy budget, part is trans- 1922
ferred out of the system through emission: 1923
dE
dt
∣∣∣∣
emiss
=
∑
s,l
∑
s′,l′
P rads,l;s′,l′(Es,l − Es′,l′), (7) 1924
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and part through reactions:1925
dE
dt
∣∣∣∣
react
=
∑
s,l
∑
χ
Lreacts,l,χ ∆E. (8)1926
In equation 7 we add the energy emission rates for1927
all possible radiative transitions within the N2 sys-1928
tem. For the energy transfer through reactions (eq.1929
8), we need to consider the possible collision part-1930
ners, χ. For collisions within the N2 manifold the1931
energy transferred out of or into the system is due1932
to the energy mismatch of the involved energy lev-1933
els. For chemical reactions, the energy transferred to1934
methane is equal to the energy difference between the1935
final and initial N2 state/level reacting with methane.1936
Note that we do not multiply the energy transfer rates1937
out of the N2 system by the excitation yield of the1938
produced state, as the energy is transferred in each1939
transition whether or not the produced state/level1940
pre-dissociates or not. As the population of the N21941
states can be reduced by pre-dissociation after each1942
radiative transition, the energy lost needs to be ac-1943
counted through:1944
dE
dt
∣∣∣∣
pd
=
∑
s,l
f s,ldisP
rad,react
s,l Es,l. (9)1945
Through these definitions we calculate the energy1946
transfer rate for the N2 system (Fig. 35). Our re-1947
sults demonstrate that the main process of energy1948
transfer out of the system is through the chemical re-1949
action with methane, followed by the energy emitted1950
through the radiative cascade. Other collisional pro-1951
cesses have only a minor role in the energy transfer.1952
Although only part of the energy transferred to the1953
chemical energy inventory will heat the atmosphere,1954
we can evaluate an effective local heating rate for the1955
N2 system based on the calculated energy transfer1956
rates using an efficiency:1957
ǫ = 1− dE
dt
∣∣∣∣
emiss
/
dE
dt
∣∣∣∣
input
. (10)1958
This efficiency in practice describes the relative im-1959
portance of emitted energy to the total energy input1960
in the N2 system (Fig. 35). The calculated ǫ values1961
range between 70 and 85% and demonstrate a local1962
minimum close to 1000 km. This non-monotonic de-1963
crease of the heating efficiency with increasing alti-1964
tude is due to the variation of the methane profile1965
with altitude in this region of the atmosphere; diffu-1966
sive separation allows for the methane mixing ratio to1967
increase above ∼ 900 km, which effectively translates 1968
to an increase of the efficiency of the energy transfer 1969
from the N2 system to methane. 1970
The heating efficiency derived here does not cor- 1971
respond to the overall heating efficiency in Titan’s 1972
atmosphere. From the total UV energy deposited in 1973
the upper atmosphere a small fraction leads to exci- 1974
tation (which we consider here) while the largest frac- 1975
tion results in complete pre-dissociation. The atomic 1976
nitrogen is produced in multiple states and the en- 1977
ergy transferred to the fragments is predominantly 1978
lost through chemical reactions, while emission from 1979
excited atoms (neutrals and ions) makes a secondary 1980
contribution to the energy budget. From the excited 1981
molecular population, part of its energy is emitted as 1982
Figure 35: Energy transfer rates for different processes of the
excited N2 population. The blue line represents the total en-
ergy input for the excited neutral and ion states (initial pre-
dissociation fraction removed). Most of the energy is trans-
ferred to chemistry through reactions with methane (light green
line), while photon emission from transitions between different
states is the second largest energy transfer mode (red line).
Other secondary processes include the energy lost out of the
N2 system due to pre-dissociation of the different states (yel-
low line), and energy transferred during quenching (black line),
during VV (dark green line) and VT (orange line) transitions
of the ground state, as well as VV (navy line) and VT (pink
line) transitions of the ground ion state, and other types of
collisions discussed in the text (cyan line). Energy transferred
during the dissociative recombination of the ion states is rep-
resented by the gray line. Broken lines represent regions where
energy transfer is from the atmosphere to the N2 population
(cooling). The black long-dashed line represents the total en-
ergy transfer rate out of the N2 system. Its shape is different
from the total input rate (blue line) due to the diffusion of the
ground state population. The column integrated rates for input
and output are equal, though.
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airglow while the largest fraction is transferred to the1983
chemical energy inventory. All other reaction pro-1984
cesses have a minor role in the energy balance of1985
the N2 system. Thus, a complete evaluation of the1986
total energy transfer in Titan’s atmosphere requires1987
the consideration of the photochemical energy budget1988
and will be performed in a future study.1989
7. Implications of hot N2 for the ionosphere1990
Our study demonstrates that a large population1991
of vibrationally excited nitrogen is present in Titan’s1992
upper atmosphere. Such a population could have im-1993
portant ramifications for the ionospheric densities, as1994
has been demonstrated for the Earth’s atmosphere in1995
the past (e.g. Campbell et al., 2006, and references1996
therein). In this case the reaction of O+ with vi-1997
brationally excited nitrogen leads to the formation of1998
NO+ with a rate that increases with increasing vibra-1999
tional level of N2. As O
+ is a major ion in the F region2000
of Earth’s ionosphere, this process allows for a faster2001
overall recombination rate, since molecular ions have2002
significantly greater recombination rates than atomic2003
ions. Thus, the excited vibrational population of N22004
in Earth’s atmosphere leads to a decrease of the elec-2005
tron density.2006
A mechanism that would lead to a reduction of2007
the electron density appears necessary in Titan’s up-2008
per atmosphere as well. Analysis of Cassini obser-2009
vations in Titan’s ionosphere demonstrates that the2010
observed electron densities are lower (by a factor of 2)2011
than densities calculated with theoretical models un-2012
der the conditions of the observations (Vigren et al.,2013
2013). This problem seems to appear only during the2014
daytime conditions where energy deposition is dom-2015
inated by solar photons. On the contrary, during2016
night-time conditions the observed electron densities2017
were found to be in good agreement with predictions2018
from models of magnetospheric electron ionization2019
(Vigren et al., 2015). Similarly, other studies find2020
that observed densities of some of the ions (including2021
the dominant C2H
+
5 and HCNH
+ ions) are smaller2022
than predictions from photochemical models, thereby2023
suggesting a possible lack in our understanding of the2024
loss mechanisms affecting the ionospheric properties2025
(Vuitton et al., 2007; Robertson et al., 2009; Mandt2026
et al., 2012; Sagnie`res et al., 2015).2027
The impact of the N2 vibrational population on2028
Titan’s ionosphere must be of a different type than on2029
the Earth’s, however. Firstly, the most abundant ions2030
in Titan’s atmosphere are already molecules, thus the 2031
transformation of atomic to molecular ions with a 2032
mechanism similar to that of O+ for the Earth would 2033
have a small influence in the overall electron abun- 2034
dance. Moreover, the observed influx of O+ ions in 2035
Titan’s atmosphere is a secondary ionization source 2036
compared to solar photons (Ho¨rst et al., 2008), thus 2037
their role will be minor for the electron densities (al- 2038
though the possible enchancement of NO formation 2039
could be an important consequence, which is beyond 2040
the scope of the current study and will be addressed 2041
separately). 2042
Notwithstanding the lack of atomic ions, the ex- 2043
cited nitrogen molecules can react with the abun- 2044
dant molecular ions. This process can take place at 2045
two different steps in the ionospheric chemistry: the 2046
population of the primary N+2 ion could be homoge- 2047
neously reduced due to the interaction with the hot 2048
N2 molecules, thereby reducing the total ion and elec- 2049
tron densities; or interactions with individual (and 2050
long-lived) ions, such as the dominant HCNH+ and 2051
C2H
+
5 , could differentially affect the ion densities. 2052
Unfortunately, for the major ions of interest here the 2053
rates and products of these reactions are unknown. 2054
We can, however, estimate the magnitude of rates 2055
required for these processes to be efficient. 2056
Starting with the homogeneous loss through the 2057
possible reduction of N+2 , the major process defining 2058
the abundance of this ion, according to the current 2059
understanding, is reaction with methane: 2060
N+2 +CH4 → CH+2 /CH+3 + 2H/H +N2
→ N2H+ +CH3,
leading to a local loss rate of N+2 ions of: 2061
d[N+2 ]
dt
∣∣∣∣
CH4
= kCH4 × [CH4]× [N+2 ] ≃ 0.1× [N+2 ]
at 1000 km (brackets designate the number density 2062
of the enclosed species). Therefore, any processes in- 2063
duced by the hot N2 molecules should compete with 2064
a rate comparable to the above. 2065
The first process we can consider is the possible 2066
variation of the recombination rate of N+2 ions with 2067
vibrational level, ν. This mechanism though is not 2068
efficient, because the vibrational population of hot 2069
ions is small, but also because the recombination rate 2070
of the hot ions is smaller than the rate for the ground 2071
ion level (Bates and Mitchell, 1991). 2072
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Reaction of hot N+2 ions with methane can lead2073
to the formation of vibrationally excited fragments:2074
N+2 (ν) + CH4 → CH+2 (ν)/CH+3 (ν) + 2H/H +N2,
but this process will be of small importance due to the2075
low abundance of hot ions. Even if the vibrationally2076
excited fragments are formed from the reaction of the2077
ground state ions with vibrationally excited methane2078
molecules (the latter formed due to solar excitation2079
or collisions with hot N2):2080
N+2 +CH4(ν)→ CH+2 (ν)/CH+3 (ν) + 2H/H +N2,
the vibrationally excited fragments recombine with a2081
rate that is 2.5 times smaller than the ground state2082
fragments (Sheehan and St Maurice, 2004). More-2083
over, the major loss of the produced ion fragments2084
is through reaction with methane leading to larger2085
mass ions. Thus, this mechanism cannot reduce the2086
ionospheric densities.2087
Another process that could potentially affect the2088
N+2 abundance is the formation of N
+
4 , which has2089
a fast recombination rate (2×10−6 cm3s−1, Keister2090
et al., 2014) and could affect the total electron abun-2091
dance. N+4 can be formed through a 3-body reaction:2092
N+2 +N2 +M→ N+4 +M,
which, however, is not efficient at Titan’s thermo-2093
spheric pressures (k0 = 3×10−28 cm6s−1, Troe, 2005),2094
as it leads to an N+2 loss rate of:2095
d[N+2 ]
dt
= k0 × [N2]2 × [N+2 ] ≃ 10−8[N+2 ]
at 1000 km. We do not know if formation through2096
radiative association:2097
N+2 +N2 → N+4 + hv,
is possible for this case, but we can estimate that2098
a reaction rate in the order of 10−11 cm3s−1 is re-2099
quired for this process to compete with the loss rate2100
of N+2 by methane. Even if radiative association is2101
fast enough, the subsequent loss of N+4 ions through2102
recombination would have to compete with reactions2103
with methane, which would make the overall reduc-2104
tion of ionospheric densities small due to the large2105
CH4 abundance. The latter process has a rate com-2106
parable to the N+2 + CH4 reaction rate and predom-2107
inantly (90%) leads to the formation of CH+4 (Smith2108
et al., 1978). Thus, the overall effect of the N+4 for-2109
mation is unlikely to affect the ionospheric balance.2110
Therefore, a homogeneous reduction of the ionospheric 2111
densities due to loss of the primary N+2 ions seems un- 2112
likely from the processes we have considered. 2113
For the individual interaction of the major ions 2114
with the hot N2 population we can consider multiple 2115
processes. The simplest case would be the vibrational 2116
energy transfer between hot N2 molecules and the 2117
major ions: 2118
N2(ν) + HCNH
+ → HCNH+(ν ′) + N2(ν ′′ < ν)
N2(ν) + C2H
+
5 → C2H+5 (ν ′) + N2(ν ′′ < ν).
Yet, for polyatomic ions the recombination rate is not 2119
expected to be significantly affected by their vibra- 2120
tional excitation (Vigren et al., 2012), although the 2121
branching among the different dissociation channels 2122
could be variable, as is known for the case of HCNH+ 2123
where vibrational excitation defines the relative pro- 2124
duction of HCN and HNC (Ishii et al., 2006). Thus, 2125
from this perspective the vibrational energy transfer 2126
from N2 to HCNH
+ could affect the relative abun- 2127
dance of HCN/HNC in Titan’s upper atmosphere, 2128
but a quantitative assessment of this problem requires 2129
a detailed knowledge of the energy transfer mecha- 2130
nism, which is currently missing. 2131
Another process to consider is the chemical reac- 2132
tion of hot nitrogen molecules with the major ions. 2133
The reaction for the ground state N2 is endother- 2134
mic, thus it is interesting to investigate if any of the 2135
possible reaction channels would be exothermic for 2136
the higher vibrational levels. We used formation en- 2137
thalpies for the different compounds from the NIST 2138
database and performed this exercise for the possible 2139
products of reaction with the major ions mentioned 2140
above. Our results demonstrate that all studied chan- 2141
nels are endothermic for all considered vibrational 2142
levels of N2, with the exception of the N2H
+ forma- 2143
tion channel for ν≥7 when reacting with C2H+5 , and 2144
ν≥9 for reaction with HCNH+ (Table 6). For these 2145
channels to affect the abundance of the major ions, 2146
they need to proceed with rates comparable with the 2147
dissociative recombination rates of the ions3: 2148
d[C2H
+
5
]
dt = αe × [e−]× [C2H+5 ] ≃ 10−3 × [C2H+5 ] 2149
d[HCNH+]
dt = αe× [e−]× [HCNH+] ≃ 10−3× [HCNH+] 2150
3The major loss process for C2H
+
5 is reaction with HCN that
leads to the formation of HCNH+. This process is not affecting
the overall electron density, though, from the perspective under
investigation here.
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Table 6: Possible product channels for the reaction of hot N2 molecules with C2H
+
5 and HCNH
+ and the variation of the reaction
endothermicity with the vibrational levels of N2 for ν=1-10. Negative values correspond to exothermic channels. All values are in
eV. For higher vibrational levels all channels remain endothermic, with the exception of the N2H
+ channels.
N2 Vibrational Level
Products 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
N2(ν) + C2H
+
5 →
N2H
+ + C2H4 1.65 1.36 1.08 0.80 0.53 0.26 −0.01 −0.28 −0.54 −0.79
NH+ + C2H4 + N 12.95 12.66 12.38 12.10 11.83 11.56 11.29 11.03 10.77 10.51
C2H
+
4 + NH + N 10.22 9.94 9.65 9.38 9.10 8.83 8.56 8.30 8.04 7.78
N+ + NH + C2H4 14.24 13.96 13.68 13.40 13.12 12.85 12.58 12.32 12.06 11.80
C2H5N
+ + N 6.01 5.72 5.44 5.16 4.89 4.61 4.35 4.08 3.82 3.57
N2(ν) + HCNH
+ →
N2H
+ + HCN 1.98 1.70 1.41 1.14 0.86 0.59 0.32 0.06 −0.20 −0.46
NH+ + HCN + N 13.28 13.00 12.72 12.44 12.16 11.89 11.63 11.36 11.10 10.84
HCN+ + NH + N 13.64 13.36 13.08 12.80 12.52 12.25 11.99 11.72 11.46 11.20
N+ + NH + HCN 14.58 14.29 14.01 13.73 13.46 13.19 12.92 12.66 12.40 12.14
NCNH+2 + N 6.54 6.25 5.97 5.69 5.42 5.15 4.88 4.61 4.35 4.10
at 1000 km, where αe is the recombination rate (1.3×2151
10−7 cm3s−1 for HCNH+ and 4.5×10−7 cm3s−1 for2152
C2H
+
5 for an electron temperature of 1000 K, Vuit-2153
ton et al., 2007). The population of hot N2 molecules2154
at the high vibrational levels that allow for the for-2155
mation of N2H
+ is of the order of 10−5 mixing ratio2156
(see Fig. 24), and in order for these processes to com-2157
pete with dissociative recombination their reaction2158
rates must be of the order of 10−2 cm3s−1, which is2159
non-physical. Moreover, the recombination of N2H
+
2160
proceeds with a rate that is slower than the recombi-2161
nation rates of C2H
+
5 and HCNH
+, therefore it would2162
not significantly reduce the atmospheric electron den-2163
sities. Thus, reactions of hot N2 molecules with the2164
major ions do not seem able to affect the ionospheric2165
balance either.2166
The last process we can consider is possible mod-2167
ification of chemical products and rates for different2168
steps of the ion chemistry due to vibrationally excited2169
N2. This process is similar to the previous mecha-2170
nisms discussed for C2H
+
5 and HCNH
+ but extends to2171
all intermediate steps of the ion-neutral chemical evo-2172
lution. This process would have to lead to the produc-2173
tion of larger ions that recombine faster than the reg-2174
ular ions considered under ground state vibrational2175
population. Since most of the ion-neutral chemistry2176
proceeds through reactions with methane, the pro-2177
cesses considered here do not only include reaction2178
with N2(ν), but also collisions with vibrationally ex-2179
cited methane, which can be formed through vibra-2180
tional energy transfer from hot N2. The possible con-2181
tribution of these processes is difficult to evaluate be- 2182
cause the reaction rates and possible reaction chan- 2183
nels for such reactions are not known. Nevertheless, 2184
we do not expect these processes to significantly affect 2185
the ionospheric balance; from the previous discussion 2186
we showed that the mechanisms affecting the inter- 2187
mediate steps of the major ion formation are not go- 2188
ing to significantly affect the current understanding, 2189
while effects on ions of larger mass than the major 2190
ions will have only a small effect on the total electron 2191
balance. 2192
8. Conclusions 2193
We have presented a detailed study on the pop- 2194
ulation of all excited electronic states of N2 in Ti- 2195
tan’s atmosphere, for vibrational levels that do not 2196
completely pre-dissociate. We considered in our cal- 2197
culations excitation by photoelectrons, as in previous 2198
studies, but also we included for the first time a de- 2199
tailed description for the excitation of the high energy 2200
singlet states by solar photons, using the latest results 2201
for the high resolution photo-absorption cross section 2202
of N2 (Lewis et al., 2005b; Heays et al., 2014). Our 2203
results demonstrate that excitation by photons dom- 2204
inates over the excitation by electrons at altitudes 2205
above 1200 km for the high energy singlet states, and 2206
therefore it can increase the emission by these states 2207
at EUV wavelengths. 2208
We also included multiple interaction processes 2209
between the different levels of radiative and collisional 2210
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origin. Our results demonstrate the relative contribu-2211
tion of each process to the final vibrational distribu-2212
tion and population of each state/level and, thereby,2213
to the emissions from each state. Among the elec-2214
tronically excited states only the A-, W(ν=0)-, and2215
a′-states are significantly affected by collisions, while2216
the properties of all other states are controlled by the2217
radiative processes. Therefore, among the non-pre-2218
dissociating states, only these three states make an2219
important contribution to the heating rate of Titan’s2220
atmosphere.2221
We also find that a significant population of vi-2222
brationally excited ground state molecules survives2223
in Titan’s upper atmosphere. For the first excited2224
vibrational level the density is comparable to that of2225
methane, although the exact densities depend on the2226
vibrational energy exchange rate with CH4, which is2227
not well constrained. We find that this vibrationally2228
excited population of N2 affects the resonant scatter-2229
ing for its excited singlet states and accounting for it2230
leads to better agreement with the observed emissions2231
from Cassini/UVIS. Particularly we find that the ex-2232
cited ground state levels result in a decrease of the2233
CY(0,1) by a factor of 2, that is close to the required2234
decrease (factor of 3) derived by Stevens et al. (2011)2235
under the assumption of a thermal vibrational dis-2236
tribution. In addition, we find that the non-thermal2237
population brings the altitudes of peak emission for2238
the CY(0,1) and CY(0,2) bands closer.2239
Finally, we discussed possible implications of the2240
hot N2 population on the ionospheric chemistry. The2241
processes we considered suggest that there is no sig-2242
nificant influence of the N2(ν) on the ionospheric bal-2243
ance, although a large number of the reaction rates2244
required for the verification of this conclusion are cur-2245
rently lacking.2246
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